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The paper gives a scheme for computing the asymptotics of trfemrL) as f +O+, 
where L is an elliptic operator of the form L = D2 + x-‘A(x) and A(x) is a family of 
operators satisfying appropriate ellipticity and smoothness conditions. A principle 
example is the Laplace operator for a manifold with an asymptotically conic 
singularity. The expansion has the usual terms away from the singularity, 
appropriately regularized at x = 0, plus singular contributions determined by the [- 
function of (A(0) + $)“‘. Applications to index theorems are given in a subsequent 
paper. 11‘ 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper gives a scheme for computing the asymptotics of tr e-IL as 
t -+ 0 + , for cerain singular operators L which, near the singularity, have 
the form 
L=D2+X-2A(X), O-cx-cE, D:= -ii. (1.1) 
Here A(x) is a family of unbounded operators satisfying various conditions 
which can be expected to hold in the case of elliptic operators L. 
A principal example is the Laplace operator for a manifold with an 
asymptotically conical singularity, where the metric has the form 
g = dr2 + r2g,(r), OGrc.5, (1.2) 
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370 BRihING AND SEELEY 
with a smooth family of nonsingular metrics g,,,(r) on a compact manifold 
N, the “cross section” of the cone. (N need not be connected, so there may 
in fact be several singular points corresponding to r = 0.) An extension of 
the theory will cover the second order operators arising from Dirac or 
signature operators on such a manifold. Related expansions go back to 
Carleman [7]; later, Minakshisundaram and Pleijel [14] used an expan- 
sion of the trace of the heat kernel to study the c-function tr(d -“). This led 
to the idea of Atiyah and Bott to obtain index theorems from either the c- 
function or the heat asymptotics [17]. The c-function also serves to define 
determinants det(d) in quantum theory, and to express the q-invariant in 
differential geometry [2]. 
The “regular” case of an elliptic differential operator, perhaps with ellip- 
tic boundary conditions, is reasonably well explained by pseudo-differential 
operator ($do) methods (e.g., [ 17, 18, 22]), and certain degenerate cases 
have also been treated. Singular cases arising from a group action were 
treated by Brtining and Heintze [3], and Cheeger [8,9] treated a basic 
singular case, the Laplace operator at cone-like singularities where the 
metric (1.2) has gN(r) constant for small r. Chou [lo] treated the Dirac 
operator in those cases, and Lue [ 131 treated ( 1.2), where “g,(r) = 
f(Y)‘gJO) for appropriate f: 
Our approach to the general case (1.1) is to study an appropriate power 
of the resolvent, i.e., tr(L + 1)-M for some m. From this we pass to the heat 
kernel by means of a contour integral. 
Operators of the form (1.2) also arise for the Laplace operator on Iw” 
with appropriate singular potentials, and these have been considered by 
Callias and Uhlmann [6]. In those cases A(r) - A(0) is of lower order than 
A(O), which simplifies the problem. On the other hand, they consider the 
scattering problem, which is more difficult than the heat equation or 
resolvent. 
The Laplacian on k-forms on an asymptotic cone is reduced to (1.1) as 
follows. Denote by QP(N) the smooth p-forms on N, O<p<n =dim N, 
and by CcO,,,N the Riemannian manifold (0, E) x N with the metric (1.2). 
The map 
‘I,: C,“((O, El, QP(N) x Qp- ‘(N)) + QP(C,o,,,N), 
tap, ~p-l)-x p--“‘27c*wp(x) +x p-‘--“‘2~*op_,(x) A dx, 
where n: C (O,EI N + N is the projection and x denotes the canonical coor- 
dinate in (0, E), is bijective onto forms with compact support. Moreover, $, 
is unitary with respect to the usual L2 structure on QP(C,,,,N) and the 
Hilbert space structure on C,“((O, E), QP(N) x SZP- l(N)) given by 
I ’ (Il~p(x)II~p(~),gnr(.~) + IImp- ~(x)II~~-I(N),~~~.~)) dx. 0 
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Combining tj, with the obvious unitary transformation we can replace 
gN(x) by g,,,(O). A lengthy but straightforward computation then shows 
that under this transformation, d on p-forms with compact support on 
C,,,,N becomes 
D2 + A(x) 
7’ 
where A(x) is a smooth family of second order elliptic operators on 
QP(N)@SZPP ‘(N) and symmetric with respect to the Hilbert space struc- 
ture defined by gN(0). Moreover, 
* +(;-p)(;-P- 1) 2( - 1)” d 
A(0) = 
2( - l)P6 d +(1+2-p)@+ 1-P) ’ 
where d and 6 are the operators for the metric gN(0). We treat an example 
in Section 7. 
The simplest case of (1.1) is 
L,=D2+xp2a (1.3) 
for constant real a, acting as an unbounded operator in L2(R). The Mellin 
transform shows that a > - + is a necessary and sufficient condition that 
(1.3) be semibounded on CF(R*) (the P-functions with compact support 
in R* = (0, 00)). We thus assume throughout that a2 -$ and then we 
interpret (1.3) as the Friedrichs extension. In this case [S, 41 the resolvent 
(L, + z’) -- ’ has kernel 
K(x, y; z) = K(y, x; z) = (qy2 Z,(xz) K,(yz) (x<.YY, 
v = (a + $)li2, 
where I, and K, are Bessel functions. If cp has compact support, then 
cp(L, + z’)) ’ has finite trace given by 
(1.4) 
where 
4x, 0 = cp(x) xZv(5) K,(i) 
-cp(x)x[(2[))‘-(16~~-4)(4[)-~+...]. 
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The individual terms in this expansion lead to integrals which diverge as 
x -0, so the asymptotics of (1.4) require special study [12, 21, 6, 41. We 
apply the version in the last of these papers, which gives the following: 
SINGULAR ASYMPTOTICS LEMMA. Suppose that a(~,[) is defined on 
IT!’ x C, where C is the sector { 1 arg [ 1 < TC -E}; 0 is C” in x with derivatives 
analytic in [; there are functions a,, in Y(R’) with 
I L x9: a(x, (I)- c 2 Uxj(X) [” lo Rexa -M/=0 
dC,,, Ii1 --M, Ii1 3 1,06x,< 
and finally, the derivatives a”‘(~, i) = a:a(x, 0 satisfy 
I I 
s1‘ 
sil a”‘(Ost, SOI ds dt d C, 
0 0 
uniformly for 068< 1, 151 =Co. Then 
+c iox o,,(x)(xz)~ log’(xz) dx %i 
(1Sa) 
(1Sb) 
(1.6a) 
(1.6b) 
(1.6~) 
The CL’S may be any sequence of complex numbers with Re(cc) -+ -co; 
the sum (1.6~) includes only those c1 which happen to be negative integers. 
The divergent integrals in (1.6a) and (1.6b) are defined by analytic 
continuation. 
We reduce our general problem to an application of this lemma by mak- 
ing a priori assumptions which are in fact satisfied for the Laplacian at a 
simple cone-like singularity (where N is smooth and compact without 
boundary); we hope to establish these assumptions in more general cases, 
e.g., cross sections with a boundary, and cross sections which themselves 
have cone-like singularities. We assume an operator L acting on a Hilbert 
space 2 which is a direct sum 
with 8 a supposedly simple “interior” part, and A$~ corresponding to a 
neighborhood of the singularity. Z would typically be L* sections of a 
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bundle E over a manifold M, % would be those sections vanishing iden- 
tically within some fixed distance E of the singularity, with %b the com- 
plementary space. As in the above example of the Laplacian, the operator 
L acting in %b can be written in the form D* + xp2A(x), where A acts not 
on sections of E, but on sections of a related bundle B over N, the cross 
section of the singularity. These sections form a Hilbert space H with norm 
II.llm and for each x, A(x) is an unbounded operator on H with fixed 
domain H,. Although the above construction gives A(x) only for small x, 
we assume that it is extended in a convenient way to all x > 0, and satisfies 
the following: 
(Al) A,:=A(O)> --+ and A(x)> -c+ 1 for some c. 
(A2) lI(A,+l))‘Ilp<cc for some p<co; here ]IT]I,=(Crg)“p and 
r/, are the eigenvalues of ( T*T)‘12. 
(A3) II&CA(x)+cl-‘llH<C. 
(A4) IIA’k’(~)(AO+l)~‘I/H~Ck, k=0,1,2,..., where A’k’(x)(A,+l)-’ 
denotes the derivative of the operator A(x)(AO + l)- ‘. 
(A5) For any monomial Q(A(x),..., A”‘(x), (,4(x) + A))‘) where the 
powers of (A + 1.) ~ ’ at least balance the others, we have 
SUP II QV,..., A”‘, (A +n)-‘)IIH< co, 
x.2 
where the sup is for all x 3 0, and all 1 in a fixed sector 
f = {A: Iarg(A-2c)l dn-E}. 
(A6) For any monomial Q(.4,..., A(j), (A + A)-‘) where the powers 
of (A + A) - ’ exceed the others by at least p + f, Q is for each x a trace class 
operator on H and 
tr Q -c oxjo z’ log’ z, Z-+cO, 
where Re(a) < - 1 and z = A”* with ,J in IY 
Remarks. (1) The norms /I TII, in (A2) are the Schatten norms for 
certain ideals generalizing the trace class operators on H [ 11, XI, 91. I] T 11 2
is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm, and II TII l =: II T IItT is the trace norm. They 
satisfy 
II Tsll,C II Tilt, IISII,, 
II Wrd II TIP IISII,, where 
1 1 1 -+-=-, 
P 4 r 
and thus II F IIPlm < (II TIIJ”. 
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(2) When the cross section N is a compact manifold without boun- 
dary and A(x) a family of elliptic differential operators, then (A5) is well 
known, and (A6) is a slight generalization of the expansion in [17]. It 
seems likely that these conditions hold for differential boundary problems 
as well. 
As we said, in Xb, L is isomorphic to an operator 
D2 + x-*/i(x); 
the domain of delinition for this operator consists of those functions u such 
that 
u is locally an L* map into H,, (1.7a) 
u’, 28 are locally L* maps into H, (1.7b) 
s c 11 -u”(x) + x-2 A(x) 44If, dx <03, (1.7c) 0 
lim xP ““u(x) = L lim x”*u’(x). 2 \-to+ r-O+ 
(1.7d) 
Condition (1.7d) characterizes the Friedrichs extension for this type of 
operator (Theorem 6.1). These conditions, together with appropriate 
assumptions away from the singularity at x = 0, guarantee that L is self- 
adjoint and semibounded, and that (L +z*)-~ is trace class for map+ 1. 
Our “Main Result” (Theorem 5.2) is that, for any smooth function cp 
supported sufficiently near the singular points, we have 
tr[q(L + z2)-m] = lam a(x, xz) dx, 
where g satisfies the conditions of the Singular Asymptotics Lemma. The 
terms o%, in (1.5a) are determined by any good interior parametrix, valid 
away from the singularity. For the precise statement of the results, the 
reader can consult Section 5, omitting the proofs 
Our expansion leads directly to one for the heat kernel, which is dis- 
cussed in Section 7. In that expansion, the coefficient of to is particularly 
interesting. This consists of three parts: one is the usual “interior” part, 
which in this case yields one of the regularized terms (1.6b); the other two 
are singular parts, corresponding to terms in (1.6a) and (1.6c), and these 
are the same as for the “frozen” operator 
L, = D2 + xp2A(0). 
Thus, in the case of the Laplacian, these singular contributions coincide 
with the ones computed by Cheeger for the metric cone. 
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Notation 
[w* 
WY) 
ck+cx 
B” 
H 
H” 
H,cH 
@ 
x 
C 
Outline 
In Section 2, 
is the interval (0, cc), R, is [0, co). 
is C” functions with compact support in Y. 
is functions whose kth derivatives are 
Holder continuous with exponent ~1. 
is functions all of whose derivatives are bounded. 
is a fixed Hilbert space. 
is the Sobolev space with exponent s. 
is the domain of the self-adjoint operator A. 
denotes the operator (@f)(x) = cp(x)f(x). 
denotes the operator (X’)(x) = xf(x). 
denotes the differential expression 
D* +x-*,4(x) applied to any function for 
which it makes sense pointwise a.e. 
denotes a “generic constant” 
which may increase from one appearance 
to the next, as needed. 
we construct an “interior parametrix” KY for 
(D2 + X-‘A + z*)~, valid away from x =O. This is used to prove a 
regularity theorem (Theorem 2.1), and to establish the existence of the 
expansion ( 1.6a). Section 3 discusses the “frozen” operator 
Lo = D* +X-*/l(O). 
We use the eigenvector decomposition of A(O), obtaining estimates in the 
high eigenspaces by means of a priori estimates, and in the low eigenspaces 
by means of the Bessel function kernels. This avoids the difhcult problem of 
estimating Z,(xz) K,(yz) when both v and z are large. Then in Section 4 we 
construct a “boundary parametrix” G, for the variable coefficient operator 
D2 + X- *A + z* 
as a Neumann series with leading term (D2 +Xp2A(0)+z2)p’. In Sec- 
tion 5 we patch (Gb)m together with an assumed interior parametrix Gy for 
(L + z2y, and prove that L is self-adjoin& and tr(L + z*))~ has an expan- 
sion as in (1.6ak(1.6c). Section 6 shows that our boundary conditions 
(1.7d) above characterize the Friedrichs extension of L applied to smooth 
functions vanishing in a neighborhood of the singular point. Section 7 com- 
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putes some coefficients, giving in particular the expansion for the heat ker- 
nel up to the term to, where the [-function of A(0) enters into the result. 
Finally, the Appendix proves a Trace Lemma which we use to estimate 
kernels by means of trace class operator norms. 
We are glad to acknowledge helpful conversations with Richard Melrose 
and David Jerison. The first author acknowledges also the support of the 
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft and the hospitality of MIT and 
Northeastern University, while the second author acknowledges the 
hospitality of the University of Augsburg. 
2. THE INTERIOR PARAMATRIX 
The interior parametrix is constructed by standard pseudodifferential 
methods. So as to get an operator of trace class, we wiil now form a 
parametrix KY for (D’+ X-*A + 2’)“’ with an appropriate integer m. Let 
the function (x, <, z) H h(x, 5, r) take values in the set of bounded 
operators on H, and define 
where dr := dt/2n. We will set q = Op(h) with 
b=fb,, (2.1) 
2m 
where N (large) is chosen later, and h, is a function in c, :, and derivatives 
of .d := x ‘A, homogeneous of degree -j in (5, z, .d’.‘); that is, replacing 
(5, r, &‘) by (tt, tz, t”.ti) multiplies hi by t -I. Two remarks: 1) K;!’ is not the 
mth power of some K,. 2) The eigenvalue parameter 2 enters on a par with 
the Fourier transform variable 5, since we seek asymptotic behavior as 
z --+ co. This idea is in Agmon [ 11. 
We have 
*It- I 
= (<‘+ d + z*)~ b + 1 P#, z, d ,..., L@‘(‘), D) b, (2.2) 
,=o 
where Pj is a polynomial in all entries, of degree 2m -j in D, of degree bm 
in d and its derivatives, and homogeneous of degree j in (<, .a, &“*). To 
approximate (D2 + ~4 + z’)-~, set (2.1) in (2.2) and equate the result to 
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the identity I,, as far as possible. Collecting terms by degree of 
homogeneity gives 
b2,,,=(52+d+~2)-m, (2.3a) 
2m- I 
b k+l= -bz,,, 1 P,bk+l+i-2m. (2.3b) 
j=O 
Then the interior parametrix 
(2.4) 
satisfies 
( 
Zm- I 2m-,- 1 
(D2+d+z2)“Kyj-= z+ 1 C OP(Pib,-k) f 
,=o k=O > 
=: (I- RT)fi j-e cgyR*, H). (2.5) 
We have 
bi= Q,({, z, d ,..., d”- 2m), b,), (2.6) 
where b, := (<2+&‘+z2)-’ and Q, is a polynomial in all variables, 
homogeneous of degree -i in (g, z, SS?“~) if we take into account the 
dependence of 6, on these variables. Note that the derivatives z&k1 need 
not commute with d and b,. Conditions (Al)-(A5) in the introduction 
imply the following: 
A(x) is self-adjoint and A(x) 2 -C + 1 (2.7a) 
for some constant c 3 0; 
sup IICA(x)+cl ‘II,- (2.7b) 
while for 0 <j, 
sup II A”‘(X)[A(X) + c] l I/ < co. (2.7~) 
Moreover, A(x) dominates A(0) in the sense that 
II A(O)CA(x) + cl -’ II Q C. (2.7d) 
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We have further the ellipticity condition: 
sup 1) Q(A,..., A”‘, (A + A)-‘)11 Hcco (2.8) 
x.2 
for any polynomial Q which, as a function of (A,..., A(j), A + A) is 
homogeneous of degree 60, i.e., the powers of (A + A)-’ at least balance 
the others. The sup is for XBO and AE~= (A: )arg(A-2c)/ <n-c]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Given E > 0, there is a constant C such that for xz in sector 
f, 
11 zb;‘2 I/ ’ + /I x -*Ab, )I + II tb;‘2 II ’ < C2, (2.9) 
lIb:“II GC(l+ 15 I+ lzl)--‘, (2.10) 
II 6, Ilp G Cx*. (2.11) 
Proof: For II tbii2 II2 = /I r2b2 I/ we must estimate 
X2(2 
sup lx2(2+x*z*+pl =sup la+X+pI 
for a >, 0, / arg(l - 2c)l d 7~ - E, and p in spec(A(x)), thus p 3 -c. This sup 
is 
<SUP ll:plY 
1 
-. a 2 0, n > I arg(P + c)l > E 
1 
= (sin E)-’ 
proving the second part of (2.9). We next estiamte xP2 Ab,. By (2.8) 
llxp2Ab211 = l~A(~)[x~t;~+x*z*+A(x)]~‘II <C 
and 
for a 3 0, I arg(;l- 2c)l d n -E, p 3 -c. This is the same as the previous 
case, with a and ,u replaced, respectively, by p + c and a - c. Hence, z2b2 = 
I- (t2 + x-*A) b, is bounded, since the last term is, proving (2.9); then 
(2.10) follows. Finally, 
Il~-*~,ll,~II~~+~~~‘/I.Il~~+~~~~’~,II 
is uniformly bounded, proving (2.11). 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Let Q(& z, d ,..., d”‘, b2) be a monomial homogeneous of 
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degree h < 0 in ([, z, &‘I’*). Then given E > 0 there is a constant C such that 
for x > E and I arg(z* - 2c/v*)l <X-E 
IIelIH~~~~+151+I~I~h. (2.12) 
If h< -2m then 
IIeIl,,,~c~‘-(1 +I51 +lZl)h+2m. 
Proof The conditions on x and z imply that 
I arg(x’z* - 2c)( = I arg(z* -24x2)1 < 1 arg(z’ - Zc/&*)I 6 71 -E 
(2.13) 
as required in Lemma 2.1. Now Q is a product of factors 5, z, h,, and 
x -* ~ ‘A”“(x) with r > 0; and the number of factors of b, exceeds those of 
t2, z2, and the Acy’ by -h/2 (the number of factors of 4’ or z* may of 
course be a half integer). The factors of xP2-rA’y) may be combined with 
factors of b2 in blocks where each ,Y-*-~A’~’ is balanced by a b,, or each 
XF’A(~’ by a factor 
x ‘bz = [x2(’ + x2z2 + A(x)] -I. 
The norm of such a block is bounded, by (2.8) since the left-over factors of 
X -’ are bounded in x >, E. Next, each factor of ?J or z can be paired with a 
factor of bi’* and estimated by (2.9). This leaves -h factors of bi/*, so 
(2.10) implies (2.12). To get (2.13) we pair the A”‘), 4, z with factors of bi/* 
as before, estimate m remaining factors of b, by (2.11) and use (2.10) on 
the remaining -h - 2m factors of biiz. 1 
For L2 estimates on Op(b,) we use the main step in the proof of the 
Calderon-Vaillancourt Theorem [23], which can be stated as follows: 
LEMMA 2.3. Let b(x, 4) be a family of operators on a Hilbert space H 
with 
for 0 < i, j 6 3 and all x and r. Then Op(b) is bounded on HQ L2( R). 
This with Lemma 2.2 gives directly 
LEMMA 2.4. Let Q = Q(& z, & ,..., d(j), b,(5, z, &‘)) be a monoial in all 
entries, which is of degree 1~ 0 in (t, z, ~4”‘). Then for I arg(z* - 2c/s2)l < 
K -E, and for all cp in B”(0, a) vanishing for x 6 E, 
II O~(cpQ)ll f,@L2 < c IzI -‘. 
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In particular, if 2(h + i) + k + 1 -j 6 0 then 
(Id’DkOp(cpbj)D’~hIJ,o,z~CIz12(h+i’+k+’-’ 
and the same holds with Op(cpbj) replaced by the commutator [Op(cpbj), 131. 
Proof Apply Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. For the last part, note that 
COP(cPbj), 81 = -OP(a.r(Vbj)). I 
Next we display the trace class properties of these operators. 
LEMMA 2.5. If map in KY and if q, I,GE B”(R’), one has compact 
support, their supports are disjoint, and ye vanishes near x = 0, then 
for all h, i, j, k, I, s. 
Proof: Let T be the operator in the lemma. Then for an appropriate 
symbol /I, using standard pseudodifferential methods, we find that 
Tf(x)=vW& “’ “)“/l(x, 5, z) $(y)f(y) dy d<. 
Since q and $ have disjoint supports, we can integrate by parts to get 
T,fb) = j" d-x, L', =)f(y) dy 
with 
Y(X, y, z) = i”q(x) !” !” eicr-.“)‘(x -y) --” arfi(x, 4, z) $(y) f (y) dy d(. 
By Lemma 2.2, if M is sufficiently large then 
II(d(X)+C)m a”,qm, 5, Z)IIH=X-2’n ll(A(x)+rX2)m a”,a,“mx, 4, z)llff 
<C(l+l5l+lzl)-’ (2.15) 
for arbitrarily large r = r(M). In view of the compact support of 1(1 or q, the 
factor (x-y) ~ M in (2.15), and the assumption that m 3p, 
II(4~)+c)-“ll,r6 IIbw+c)-‘/I,“dC 
we get 
ll(l+Izl+x+y)‘a:a~,y~x,y,z~ll,,~~ (2.16) 
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for arbitrarily large 1. We now expand y in Laguerre functions 
rpj(x) = cjpj(x) e-“” with pi(x) = e”aL(xje-“)lj!. 
Since 
1 x 
( > 
--_ xcp(‘+cPj+ 2 4 (p,'jqj, 
(2.16) implies that the Fourier coefficients 
Bjk(Z) = 11 Yfx9 Y, z, q,tx) cPk(Y) dx dY 
satisfy 
IIBj~(z)ll,,<C(l +j3+k3)-’ (1+ lzl)-‘. 
Moreover, the operator Qlk with kernel cp,(x) cp,Jy) sending 
(PkHV,’ {(PkY++O 
has trace norm 1; and tensor products of operators satisfy 
II s, 0 s2 II tr = II SI II ,r II & II t*’ 
SO 
I/TI/tr~~IIBjAItr II@j/rIItr~C(l+lZI)-’ 
and Lemma 2.5 is proved. 1 
LEMMA 2.6. Given h, i, j, k, 1 then the N in (2.1) can be chosen so that 
II qAiDkRm D’Ahz’II lr < GO 
if q has compact support disjoint from zero. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5 we may consider qRy$ where $ has compact 
support, $ E 1 in a neighborhood of supp(q). The proof then follows as 
before except that, in place of a high <-derivative, we take many terms in 
the parametrix, i.e., large N in (2.1) and (2.5). 
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose that cp has compact support disjoint from zero. 
Then, uniformly for z2 in the sector r, 
II CPJY II (p + 1/2)/m < co if m<p+ 112, 
II CPKY II,r < 00 if map+ l/2. 
The same is true for (p[Ky, a]. 
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Proof By (2.1) and Lemma (2.3), the operator 
T= (A, + c + D2)m cp&” 
defines a bounded operator: L2(R’)@H+L2(T’)@H, where 
T’ = R/CO, a] and [0, a] 3 supp q. Write 
cpKy=(A,+c+D’)-” T. 
The operator A, + c + D2 on T’ has eigenvalues 
{(27t$~)~+a+c:a~spec(A,),j~H} 
so 
,<cc j= (t’+a+c)-” -‘/2dt 
” -3c 
Hence II(AO + c + D*)), lIcp+ l,2’,m < co, and the lemma follows. 1 
We now investigate the regularity properties (away from 0) of weak 
solutions of the equation zu =f~ L2(R*, H). For u in L*(R*, H), we say 
that TV E LZ,( R*, H) if 
I(% wJ)l 6 c, II 0 II (2.17) 
for all v in H2(R*, H)nL’(R*, H,, (1 +x)-~ dx), and all q in B”(R) with 
cp E 0 near 0. The space I,!,.( R*, H) is thus “local” near x = 0 and “global” 
near x= co. Similarly, we say that ZUE H:(R*, H) if 
I(4 v)l + I(4 ~hV)l G c, II LJ II (2.18) 
for all u in H3(R*, H)n H’(R*, H,, (1 +x)-~ dx) and all cp as above. On 
the other hand, TUG H&,(R*, H) if (2.18) holds just for cp in CF(lR*). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let UE L’(lR*, H) and cp~fl~([W) with cp=O near 0. 
(a) I~TuEL:(R*,H) then cpu~H2(lR*,H)nL2(R*,H,,(1+x)-4dx). 
(b) Zf SUE H:(lR*, H) then cpu E C5’*(R*, H) n C”‘(R*, HA). 
Proof For (a), choose u as in (2.17) and cp as in the hypotheses. Pick 
II/ E B”(R) vanishing near 0, with $ E 1 in a neighborhood of supp cp. Con- 
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struct the interior parametrix KY as in (2.4) with m = 1, N large, and a 
fixed large positive z. Setting KY = K, RF = R we have 
qvlf = tT + z2) +Kqa% + tjvcqa% + 2*faKqa% 
+ sl/ Rcpa%. 
By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, the operators z2$Kqd2, t+h”Kqd2, II/‘aKcpd2, and 
t+bRcpa2 are bounded in L’(Iw*, H), so 
cpv” = r$Kcpa% + w with Ilwll dC, llvll. (2.19) 
Now choose a further cut-off function q E B”(R) with q$ E I+II and q = 0 
near 0, and find from (2.17) 
(2.20) 
since q depends on cp, and +Krpd’ is bounded on L’. 
In applying (2.17) we need 
$Kqd2v E H’( [w*, H) n L’( Iw*, H, ,( 1 + X) -4 d,u) 
given that v is in this same space. This function is in HZ since, by (2.4), 
a’vE L2 and a’t,bK, is bounded on L*. It is in L’([w*, H,, (I +x)-~ dx) by 
(2.7d), since (1 + X) ~’ (A + c) Ic/Kcp is bounded on L2. 
Combining (2.20) with (2.19) gives 
I(4 cpv”)I d cv II 0 II 
hence cpu E H2( I&!*, H). A similar argument shows that 
I(K ‘pX-2(A + c) v)l < c, ll u II 
hence cpu E L2([w*, H,, (1 + x))” dx), proving (a). 
For (b), let TU E HL. It follows that TU' E LfJ OX*, H); for 
i(UiaTcPV)i = ibbacPV)-(~‘hPV)i 
G c, II v II + I(% go~‘o)l 
by (2.18), and 
[(u, cpd’v)l = I(u, [+r2(A + c)] ll/X2(A + c + 1))’ &‘v)l 
G c, II v II 
(2.21) 
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by (2.21), since ll/X*(A + c) ’ &” is bounded [$ vanishes near 01. Thus by 
(a), cpu~ HZ and cpu’ E HZ for all cp in B” vanishing near 0, so in fact 
cpu E H3, and 
Il(cpu)“(X) - (CPU)” b)ll d Jr Il(v)‘3’II ,’ 
d I x -Y I I’* II CPU II H3. 
Similarly, we have qoX*(A + c) U’ in L2(lR*, H), which gives 
cpu~ C”*(R*, HA). 1 
3. THE CONSTANT COEFFICIENT PARAMETRIX 
This is the heart of the problem. We begin by studying the “frozen 
operator” 
through the eigenvalue decomposition of A, :=A(O). Here XP2 is the 
operator 
(Jr2u)(x) :=x -*u(x). 
For the low eigenvalues we construct the resolvent directly, using Bessel 
functions; the high eigenvalues are handled by a priori estimates, which 
obviate the need for estimates of the Bessel functions when both order and 
argument grow large. We assume that 
A,2 -a (3.1) 
and that A, has a complete orthonomal set of eigenvectors with eigen- 
values a such that 
1 
‘IP 
c (a+l)-P = II(&+ ~)r’Ilp< co, (3.2) 
ucspA. 
where each eigenvalue is counted according to its multiplicity. Thus 
(A0 + 1 )- r is in the Schatten class C,. We define an operator G, as a direct 
sum over the spectral decomposition of A,, 
Go=0.(L,+z2)-10~,, (3.3) 
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where 71, is projection on the eigenspace of A, with eigenvalue a and L, is 
the Friedrichs extension of 
D2 + Xp2a 
in L2([w + ), discussed in [S] and [4]. 
LEMMA 3.1. For a 2 -$, D2 + Xe2a is nonnegative on Cg(R*). Hence so 
is its Friedrichs extension L,, and 
if Re(z2) B 0, 
if Re(z2) < 0. (3.4) 
Proof: If a >/ 0, D2 + X-‘a is clearly nonnegative. If -$ d a < 0 then 
Hardy’s inequality for u E Cr( IL!*), 
/Ix-‘~ll 62 llu’ll 
implies that 
So this holds for the Friedrichs extension L,, and (3.4) follows by the 
spectral theorem. m 
Remark. One can show using the Mellin transform that D2 + Xp2a is 
not bounded below if a < -t. 
The a priori estimates for high eigenvalues are the following: 
LEMMA 3.2. Given 0 > 0 and j real, there are constants c,, C such that if 
Iarg Al <z-0 and a>c, then 
a IIXp2-j(L,+A)-’ X’(I <C, (3.5a) 
a”2 IIX-‘f3X-‘(L,+A)p’ X/II <C, (3Sb) 
/I a’xpJ(L, + A)-’ X’II 6 c, (3.5c) 
IIX--'(L,+1)-'xjlldcl3,(-', (3.5d) 
11 ax-‘( L, + A”) - l XJ 11 < c 111 ~ 1’2. (3.5e) 
Proof Let v be in C,“([w*) and set u := X-‘(L, + A.)-’ XJv. As noted in 
the Introduction, the kernel of (L, + A)-’ is 
(L,+~~)~‘(~,y)=:~k,,(x,y;z)~, (3.6a) 
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where k, is a product of Bessel functions of order v := (a + a)li2, 
W, Y; z) = k,,(y, x; z) = Z,(n) K(p), x<y. (36b) 
Since u vanishes near 0 and co, the kernel (3.6) together with familiar 
asymptotic properties of I, and K, show that u decays exponentially as 
x -+ co and U(X) - x”“*-j as x -+ 0, with v = (a + a)“‘. Hence if a is large 
enough, the integrations by parts made below are justified. 
The inequalities (3Sa)-( 3.5e) are equivalent to 
c*r>u* IIx-2uI12+. llX-‘u’l12+ IIz4”l12+/A(* 11u1/*, (3.7a) 
where 
I= 11 Jr’(L, + 2) x44 II2 (3.7b) 
and (3.5e) follows from (3%) and (3.5d) since 11 &II’= -(a*uI u). 
Integration by parts gives 
2 Re(u”, XP*u) = - 2 (1 XP’u’ (I2 + 6 /IX- *U (I*, (3.8a) 
2Re(u’,X ‘u)=(/X~‘U/(~, 
2 Re(u’, Xm3u)=3 (IX-*u(j’. 
(3.8b) 
(3.8~) 
Noting that 
we set b = a -j(j - l), expand I in (3.7b) and find 
I= 11 -u” + bX-*u - 2jT ‘u’ + Au II ’ 
= llu”((2+2(b+j+2j2)~~X-‘u’~~2+(b2-6b-6jb)~~ Xp2u((* 
+ I Al* II u I/* + 2 Re(A)ll U’ II2 + 2b Re(A)ll X-‘u II2 -4jRe(X-‘u’, Au). 
We use 12 Re(2jX-‘u’, &)I Q 4j*r] II X-‘u’ II * + ( ill * (I u 11 ‘/q (with v] to be 
chosen later) and Re(A.) 3 -y 1 A 1 (with y = cos f3) to get 
Z >, /( u” I( * + 2(b + 2j2 +j - 2j2q)(( X- ‘u’ (1 2 
+ (b* - 6b - 6jb)ll Xp2u II* - 2 I rl I y I( u’ I( 2 
-26 111 y IIX?ul12+lL12(l -; Ilull*). (3.9) 
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Choose p with y < p < 1. Expanding as before gives 
lIp(-~“+b~-2u)-(14 YIP)Ul12 
= p2 )I u” 1) 2 + 2bp2 1) X- ‘u’ 1)’ 
+ p2(b2 - 6b)lI X-34 II2 + (I 2 I Y/P)* II ull* 
-2 (A( y IIu’(12-2b 111 y 1(X-‘~11~. 
Subtract this from (3.9) to get 
I~(l-p’)[l(~“(1~+2(b+(2j~+j-2j~q)/(l-p~))II X-+dI12 
+ (b* - 66 - 6jb/(l - p’))l\ X-‘ul\‘] 
+l~12~~--/vl-Y21P2~ll~l12. 
Choose l/q = $( 1 - y2/p2) > 0, and (3.7a) follows when b = a -j(j- 1) is 
sufficiently large. The lemma is proved. 1 
Now come the estimates for low eigenvalues, using the kernel (3.6). The 
asymptotic expansions 
Z,,(w) - co” 
K,(w)-cw-’ 
I 
as w  + 0, 
I,(w) - cwp1/2e0 
K,,(w)- cw-1’2eCQ I 
asw+cr, 
K*( w  ) - c log w  
are valid uniformly in I arg w  ) < (n - 8)/2. Hence, estimating separately for 
z along each ray in this sector and assuming x < y, we find 
<Ce- (.lil I-r--l;l 1x21 l+lYzl ” 
l+)-jJ- > 
.l -max(log- (x21, log- I yzl) 
(l+ )xzl)“2 (1 + I yz1)“* 
(3.10a) 
<Ce- (.I=1 I.‘( - ‘.I . 
1 -max(log- /xzl,log- I yzl) 
(1 + (xzI)“2(1+ I yz()“2 
(3.10b) 
since s/( 1 + s) is an increasing function; we use 
log- t := min(log t, 0) d 0. 
Note that (3.10b) is valid for all x, y by symmetry. We will also need d,k,, 
for which we use the Bessel derivative formula 
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with “+” for fv = I, and “-” for fv = K,. Now 
x~.k,,=xiT,(x~“x”k,,)= -vk,+x’-“d,(xYk,)= -vk,+k: (3.11) 
with 
kl(x, y; z) = 
=I,- ‘(XZ) K,(yz), x<y 
--zK,- ,(=I J,(Yz), xay. 
The first term - vk, in (3.11) is controlled by (3.10) above, and the second 
by an analogous reasoning. The main difference now is that as w  -+ GO 
ml,. _ ,(o) - co’i2e’0 and UK,,_. ,(w) - 01’2e-“. 
This gives 
I-d,kl d gg ( 1 
‘12 
e-‘lZ”rW-“’ (1 -max(log- Ixzl,log- I yzl). 
(3.12) 
In the following lemmas the operator Go in (3.3) is split: G, = G, + G, , 
where G, is the sum over all sufficiently high eigenvalues and G, is the 
sum over the others. 
LEMMA 3.3. For any real k, and uniformly for ) arg z2 1 6 n - s, 1 z I > 1, 
/l(l+X)-k-‘X-1’Z(A,,+1)GOX-1’2(1+X)k~~~C, (3.13a) 
ll( 1 + X)-” ’ X”‘A~G& i’2( 1 + A-)” 11 < C, (3.13b) 
ll(1 +zYpk-’ X3’2~2GoX-1’2(1 +X)kII <C, (3.13c) 
~~(1+X)-~k~z2GoX-‘(1+X)k~J<C (3.14) 
for JOI <f. Here A :=(A,+ l)‘j2. 
Proof: Consider first G, . In (3.13a) we can take k 2 -4, and pass to 
the adjoint for k < -f. Since x < (1 +x)‘/’ and (1 +,Y)~+‘/~ < 
C( 1 + xk + ‘j2), we get 
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by (35a). Turning to (3.14), we treat the case k > 0 and take adjoin&. For 
k 2 0 it suffices to estimate 
~~(1+X)-k~~2G>X-0(1+Xk)~J 
$C IIJ?-kz2G>Xk-eII +CIIJ?Z~G>X-~JI 
GC 
by (3Sd). Then for (3.13~) we have 
(1 +X)-km’ X3’2a2G> =(l +zYPkP’ X~“*A,G> 
+(l +X)--k-1z2X3’2G>, 
so (3.13~) follows from (3.13a) and (3.14) with 0 = t. Finally, (3.14b) can be 
proved like (3.14a), or by interpolation between (3.14a) and (3.14~). 
Now take (3.13a) for G, We have a finite linear combination of 
operators with kernels 
K(x, y; z)= (1 +x)-h ~’ k,,(x, y; z)( 1 +y)k. 
From (3.10) we get for 121 > 1, 
IK(x,y;z)l ++K-g;, e-c’:“\- “‘[l -max(logg.~,log~y)]. 
Apply (3.10) and note that for any k, and any E > 0, 
l+y k c > - ,-,:1.1-? < c. 1+x (3.15) 
hi- lYl)l 
Thus, changing the constant c in (3.10) for I z I 2 1 
]K(x,y;z)bCe-“‘-‘P-“‘[l-max(log_ 1x1 
and it follows easily that 
1 IW,y;z)l dx+j lG,y;z)l dy<C 
which bounds the norm of the operator in question. 
For (3.14) the parameter z plays a bigger role. Using (3.10) and setting 
s :=x I z I and t :=y I z 1 we get kernels K(x, y; z) such that 
IKtx, y;z)l G c IzI S112+etl12-Be--cls--rl 1 -max(log- s, log- t) 
(1 +s)‘12(l +t)“2 
=:IzI k(s, t). 
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Since )8( ~4, then ~“*+~t”~~~<(l +~)“~+‘(l +t)‘lZPB and (3.15) gives, 
for some c > 0. 
k(s, t) < Ce-“‘P”[ 1 - max(log- s, log- t]. 
Hence 
For (3.13a) and (3.14) we get (3.13~) and (3.13b), just as in the case for 
G, , and this completes the proof of Lemma 3.3. [ 
LEMMA 3.4. Uniformly for 1 arg z2 I Q 7c - 0, I z I 3 1, 
1) X”*dGoX- “* 11 ,< C 1 z / -- ‘, (3.16) 
11 c,x- ‘,‘2( 1 + X)‘j2 II Q c. (3.17) 
ProoJ We obtain (3.16) first without the factor /z( ‘, then deduce the 
z-decay by a scaling argument. Let T= X”‘dGOXP “2. Then 
T*T= [X-“2GOX-‘1’( 1 + X)][( 1 +X))’ X’12~2G0XP”2] 
+ [X-‘!2G,X “2(1 +X)][(l +X) ’ X”‘aG,X-‘“I. 
The two right-hand factors are bounded, by (3.13b, 3.13c), so we must 
bound the left-hand factor. For G, we get 
11X “*G>X “‘(1 +X)11 <C IJX-‘!2G>(XP3’2+X”Z)JI 
which is bounded, by (3. 13a) and (3.14). For G, we have kernels satisfying 
1+x ‘I2 
1 + y)lkJ.x, y; z)l d l+y ( > eP+‘.‘--?” 144 y; z)l = ( 
< ce ~ C’;’ /.r .I ’ 
\ 
as in the proof of Lemma 3.3, which gives (3.16) without the (z I -‘. To 
produce this factor, we define a unitary scaling operator 
U,f(x) := Pf(fX). 
Then 
u,P = tOPur, u,a = t-‘au,, U,G,(z) = t*G,( tz) U, 
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SO 
11 X”*iYG,(z) X-l’* 11 = 11 U,X1’*dGo(z) X-l’* 11 
= t 11 X”2iYGo( tz) X- “* 11. 
Set t = I z 1-l and get from (3.13b) with k = 0 
11 X”*i3G,,(z) X- “* (I = 1 z 1 - ’ I( X1’*iYGo(z/l z I) X- “* 11 
<Clzl-’ 
proving (3.16), since we have already bounded 1) X”ZaG,,(z/l z I ) X-“2 II . 
Next, considering behavior as x + 0 and x + eo, we have for x > 0 
Thus (3.17) follows from (3.13a) and (3.14) with k= 0=4, and the lemma 
is proved. # 
The next results for Go concern its relation to trace class. 
LEMMA 3.5. If G, = Go projected on sufficiently high eigenspaces then 
ll(l +X)-2X-1’2G X-r’* (I > p+ l/2 G c. (3.18) 
Prooj Let P= -iY,tI(tI-- 7r/2) a, be the Legendre operator on 
L2(0, 7r/2), with eigenvalues j(j + l), j= 0, 1, 2 ,.... Setting 
x = tan 6, g(x)=cos ef(e) 
transforms P unitarily to 
The coefficient of 8: is 0(x3) at co; the coefficients of 8, and the constant 
term are, respectively, 0(x*) and O(x). Hence by Lemma 3.2, 
IIX-“2G>X-“2(1 +X)-* (p+&+ 1)11 dC; (3.19) 
the term with A, + 1 has more decay than needed, and those with 8: and a, 
have just enough. Further P+ A, + 1 (which is really shorthand for 
p@Z+ Z@ (A, + 1)) is self-adjoint in L*(O, co)@H with eigenvalues 
{j(j+ l)+a+ 1 : aEspec.(A,), j=O, 1, 2 ,..., >. 
580/73/2-l I 
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so 
II(P+A,+ 1)-q;;;+ ; [j(j+ l)+a+ l]-p-I’2 
<ccy (a+ 1 +P-p-‘/2dt 
a 0 
<C’C(a+l)-P=CI lJ(A,+ 1))‘11;. 
0 
This, combined with (3.19), proves (3.18). 
LEMMA 3.6. For the low eigenvalue part G < we have for 1 z ) 3 2 
II(1 + X)- ’ X- “2G < X- “2 II tT < C 1 z I - ’ log I z I. (3.20) 
Proof We show first that for z real 
I](1 +X)-“2XP”2G<X-“2(1 +X)-“2111,~Clzl-‘log IzI. (3.21) 
The operator in question is a finite direct sum of one-dimensional positive 
operators, whose trace norm is just the trace, and this is the integral of the 
kernel on the diagonal (see the Trace Lemma in the Appendix). The 
relevant integrals are 
proving (3.2 1). 
= O(z - * log z), 222 
For IzI 22 with Iargz*I <n--O we have 
where 
(1+X)-“2X-“2G<(~)X--‘2(1+X)-“2=STS*, (3.22) 
S = X- 1’2( 1 + X) - “* G < (1 z I )I”, T=G<(lzl)-“2G<(z)G,(lzl)-“2. 
We find the Hilbert-Schmidt norm 
Ilsll:= lIs*ll:= Il~~*II,,~clzl-‘hi! Izl 
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by (3.21), and the operator norm 
II T II < csc O/2 
by the spectral theorem. Hence for I .z I B 2 and I arg z2 I < rr - 0, (3.22) gives 
(3.21). For (3.20) itself we use the commutator 
[(l +X)1’2, G <] =+G<(l +X)-3’2 G, -G<(l +X)-l” aG< 
which gives 
(1 +X)-1X-‘/2G,X-1/2= [(1+X)-1’2X-1’2G<(1+X)-1’2X-1’2].Z 
- [+(l +X)-l X-1’2G< X-1’2(1 + X)-“*I 
x[(l+X)-’ X”2G<(1+X)-“2X-“2] 
- [(l +X)-l X-1’2G<X-1’2(1 + X))1’2] 
x [X”*aG( 1 + X)- ’ X- 1’2], 
In each product on the right, the first factor has trace norm 0( (z( -’ log 
1 z I ) by (3.2 1 ), and the second factor has bounded operator norm, by (3.16) 
and (3.17). This proves (3.20). 1 
The last two lemmas give 
LEMMA 3.7. ll(l +X)-’ X~1~2GoX-112~~,+l,2dC. 
Finally, to identify the range of the parametrix to be constructed in 
Section 4, we need 
LEMMA 3.8. For f in L2, the function 
u = GoX-1’2( 1 + X)l” f 
satisfies 
lim x-l/*3((x) = 2 lim x1”z4’(x). (3.23) 
r-o+ r-o+ 
Remark. The solutions of (D2 + Xe2a) u = 0 have singularities 
x1/2+v 7 
x112-v 
with v=(a+a)“‘, if a> -4; if a= -d they are 
x1/2 2 x1’2 log x. 
5801’73/2-1 I ’ 
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In each case, the existence of limzr+O+ x - 1’2~(x) picks the weaker of the 
two singularities, a sort of Dirichlet condition. The two limits in the lemma 
are zero except when a = -t, and then they have the relation in (3.23). 
Proof of Lemma 3.8. First let u = G, X-“‘(1 + X)“*f; in this case the 
two limits in question turn out to be zero. From Lemma 3.2, 
I/ X-"*u 1) d C 11 X-3’2G>(X-“2 + X3'2)II . /I f I/ 
d c, 
II ( 1 + X) ~ “2 r “2u’ ll d c ll x- “2( 1 + X) - I’* aG > xp “I( 1 + X”2)ll . ll f l/ 
d c( II x- l/*ac, x- I!* 11 + 11 X- lac, 11) 11 f 11 
< c, 
/I( 1 + X) ~ I’* X’i2u” /I < c /I ( 1 + X) ~ I’* X”2a*G > x- I’*( 1 + x”*)11 . /I f 11 
d C( 11 X1’2a2G > x- I/z I/ + 11 a*G > II )I1 f )I 
< c. 
Hence the function 
h(x) :=x %4(x) 
has (1 + X) ‘!* h’ E L*, so h is continuous and 
Moreover XP ‘h E L2, so h(O) = 0 and 
lim x “‘u(x) = Jiy+ h(x) = 0. 
r-o+ 
Similarly g := X”*U has ( 1 + X) -- “* g’ and ( I + X) 1’2 X- ‘g in L’, so 
lim x’/~u’(~) = htit, g(x) = 0. 
r-o+ 
Turning to the low eigenvalues, we have 
x~‘:*u(x)=SIOX-,(x,y;i)(l+.V)l’*f(y)dy 
0 
with k,(x, y; z) = I,(xz) K,(yz), x <y. By (3.10), when x < 1 and z is fixed, 
the integrand is dominated by 
ce.-““““- l) I(1 -log- Ivzl)(l +y)“Z If(v)/. 
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Hence by dominated convergence 
lim x-l’*u(x) = 
I O” I”(O) Ko(YZ)(l +YP*f(Y) dY. 
(3.24) 
r-O+ 0 
For the derivative, 
x~‘*u’(x) = 1 j k,,f(l +y)“Z &+ j x&f(l +y)“QJ. 
The second integrand has, by (3.12), the same bound as the first, and we 
get 
lim x”‘u’(x) = + j k,,(O, y; z)f( y) (1 + y)“* dY 
.r+o+ 
I =1 s Oc Z,(O) K~(Yz)S(Y) (1 +Y)“* 4 0 
which, with (3.24), proves the lemma. 1 
4. THE BOUNDARY PARAMETRIX 
The boundary parametrix G, is constructed from Go using a Neumann 
series. Formally 
(D2+X-2A+z2)Go=Z-X-2(Ao-A)Go, 
G,(l)’ + X-*A + z*) = I- GOT*(A, - A), 
and we expect a resolvent from the Neumann series 
! (G,X-*(A0 - A))’ Go = Go f (X-*(A,- A) Go)‘. 
0 
However, X-‘(A, -A) has the same order as A,, so we cannot expect 
XP*(A, - A) Go to decay as z -+ co; that could be expected only if we limit 
ourselves to finitely many eigenvalues of A,. Thus the series need not con- 
verge, even for large z. Further, although X-‘(A,- A) is qualitatively like 
X-IA, at x =O, this is not enough, for X-‘Go is not bounded; X-’ G, is 
all right, but not XP ‘G, . To surmount this second problem, we 
redistribute the powers of x; and to obtain a convergent Neumann series, 
we redefine A(x) away from x =O, obtaining a parametrix Gb such that 
GJz + z*)f=f for f with support near 0. 
To begin, assume that 
IIA’k’(~)(Ao+ l)-‘11 <ck, k ~0. (4.1) 
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Thus A(x)(A, + 1) - ’ is a continuous family of bounded operators. Hence, 
for any 6 > 0, we can modify A on some set (x > E) to form a new 2 
satisfying (4.1) with the same constants, and also 
IICaxbm&+ 1)-‘II Qh (4.2) 
For instance, set A”(x) = A(y(x)) with y in P(R’) and, for an appropriate 
& > 0, 
y(x) =x, x < E; 
Now define 
IY’I 6 1; 0 6 y(x) 6 2E; y(x) = 0 for x > 3s. 
B(x) :=x-l@, - A”(x)) (4.3) 
so that (D2 + Xd2A” + z’) Go = I- .I- ‘BG,. As we noted, X-‘BG, is not 
bounded, because the singularity at x =0 is too great. However, by 
Lemma 3.3 
(1 + X) - 1/Z X- 1’2BG,X- 1’2( 1 + X)1’2 
is bounded, and Lemma 4.1 will show that its norm is ~4 if 6 in (4.2) is 
small and z is large. Hence, using the function 
w(x) :=x”Z(l +x)-‘/2 
we write our Neumann series in the form 
Gb= Go&’ f (X-lQBGol.-‘)iQ, (4.4) 
j=O 
where 52 denotes multiplication by o. To establish the convergence of (4.4), 
and of the corresponding series with the Sz factors canceled, we need the 
inequality (3.13a) with k = $, which we can write as 
II(Ao+ l)(l +X)-l X-‘QGoQ-‘II 6C. (4.5) 
LEMMA 4.1. Zf 2 satisfies (4.1) and (4.2) with 6-l = 16C2C,, for the 
constants C in (4.5) and Cl in (4.1), then 
11 X-‘QBGoQ-’ II< 4, 
/I X- 1’2BGoX- 1’2 11 < 4 
(4.6a) 
(4.6b) 
for IzI > z. := (4CC,)*. Further, for UN JzI 2 1, 
IIGoQ-‘It + IIQII GC. (4.7) 
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Proof: The inequality (4.7) is just (3.17). To prove (4.6a) we use the 
scaling operator U, f(x) = t”*f( rx). In addition to the formulas after (3.17) 
we have 
U,Q=t’~2Q,U,, U,W’=t-‘~‘Q,~‘U,, U,B=t-‘B,U,, 
where IR, is multiplication by o,(x) := x’12( 1 + ZX))“~, and 
B,(x) := x-‘[A, - A(t 
Since U, is unitary, we have 
11 X-‘QBG,(z) Lip’ I/ = )I X-‘SZ,B,G,(tz) Q,’ II 
f IIB,(&+ 1) -’ (1 +X)ll 
l[(l+X))‘X-‘(A,+l)Q,GO(tz)O,‘(I. (4.8) 
When t < 1 then o; ’ Go-’ and o, 6 t-“‘o, so the last factor in (4.8) is 
<t-“’ \I(1 +X))’ (A,+ 1) XP’QG,(tz) 52-l 11 <t-“*C (4.9) 
if I tzl > 1, by (4.5). In the first factor we have from (4.1), 
(1+x)11 B,(x)(A,+l))‘Ij,=(l+x) IdA.(sx)(A,+l)~‘dsll~ 
II 
<C,t(l+x)<P/2C (4.10) 
ifx<l and 
t := (4CC,) -*. 
Ifx31 then 
(1 +x)llB,(xkh,+ l)V’IIH=(l +x-‘)ll[IA,-~(t~)I(Ao+ I)-‘II, 
< 26 = t ‘/2/2c (4.11) 
if 6 -’ := 16C, C*. With this, the factor II B,(A, + 1))’ (1 + X)ll in (4.8) is 
d t”*/2C, and this with (4.9) proves (4.6a) for I tz I > 1, thus for 
1 z 1 2 (4CC$ = z(). 
A simpler version of the same argument gives (4.6b), completing the 
proof. 1 
We will need the conclusion of this lemma for the scaled operator 
B,(x)=xp’[A,-a(t O<ttl. 
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This is valid with the same constants zO, C,, and C. For if (4.2) holds for 
all x, then it holds with x replaced by tx; and the same is true for (4.1) 
when t < 1. Hence we can define for 0 6 t s 1 a bounded operator in 
L=@H by 
Gh.,=GoQ-' f (X-'QB,GoS2-')'Q. (4.12) 
j=O 
From (4.7) and (3.13a, 3.13~) with k=+, we have 
IIGoQ-‘II <C, (4.13a) 
JI(S23X-2AoGoS2-’ 11 d C, (4.13b) 
ll(Q3i?2G052-’ 11 ,< C. (4.13c) 
Hence we may apply Q3(D2 + XP2A’, + z’) to Gh.,, where A,(x) := A”(h). 
We find 
Thus, pointwise, 
Q3(D2 + X-‘A”, + z2) Gh., = Q3. 
(D= + X-‘A’, + z2) G,., f =jI (4.14) 
From (4.12)-(4.14) and (3.23), any function u = G,,, f with f in L2 satisfies 
Q3a2u E L’ 
(1 +X)-=&EL=: 
(D= + X-=&) u E L=, 
lim x ‘j2u(x) = 4 lky+ x”*u’(x). 
r-o+ 
(4.15a) 
(4.15b) 
(4.15c) 
(4.15d) 
Hence G,,, is a right inverse for the “scaled boundary opratcr” 
L,,, := D* + Xp*A”, 
with domain g(Lb.t) defined by (4.15). We set Lb= L,,, = D* + X-=2. To 
simplify the notation, we state many of our results for L,, though they hold 
generally for L,,,, 06 t < 1. In particular the pointwise equation (4.14) 
gives the operator equation 
(Lb + z*) G, = I. (4.16) 
LEMMA 4.2. Lb is symmetric. 
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ProoJ: Since 03(x) + 1 as x + co, (4.15a) implies that for u in 9(Lb), 
j,” I( U” 11 2 < co for all E > 0, and hence J,” 11 U’ (1’ < co as well. It follows that 
(L,u, u) = lim E’O jErn ( - 24” + r22u, u)H 
= iii. [ - (&C”%(E), &“%‘(&)) + (&I’2U’(&), E-1’2u(E))] 
+ lim 
I 
O” (u, -Y” + Ph), 
E’O E 
= (4 Lb) 
by (4.15c, 4.15d) for u and u. The lemma is proved. 1 
In view of the symmetry and (4.16) we have 
THEOREM 4.1. L, is self-adjoint and semibounded, and G, is its resoluent. 
In particular 
G/,(z)* = GJ.3, II G,(z)ll = Wlzl-‘). 
Proof: Since (Lb + z2) G, = I and Lh is symmetric, 
(G&IL 8) = (G&IL (Lb + 5’) G,G) g) 
= ((~5, + z2) G&If, GJ3 8) 
= CL GM g). 
So for z real, Gb(z) is self-adjoint, and (4.16) proves it injective. Thus the 
spectral resolution of Gb(z) yields a self-adjoint operator Gb(z))’ with 
domain G,(z) Y?. By (4.16), L,+ z2 extends Gb(z))l. But a self-adjoint 
operator has no proper symmetric extensions, so L, + z2 = GJz))i; and 
Gb(z) is the resolvent (Lb + z2))i of the self-adjoint operator L,. Since 
Gb(z) is defined for z 2 zo, then L, is bounded below by -zi, completing 
the proof. 1 
Remark 1. Boundary conditions for the case where H is l-dimensional, 
and for more general equations, have been treated in classical studies by 
Weyl, Stone, and Rellich [20, Chap. X; 16, Sect. 1). The boundary con- 
dition (4.15d) implies that of Weyl and Stone. In fact, according to their 
theory any self-adjoint extension of the differential expression 
4x1 D2+7=: z, 
X 
defined on C; ([w ), 
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is given by restricting the adjoint r,* to a linear space 
where [u, a] denotes the Wronskian, and the function UE C’(0, E), with u’ 
locally absolutely continuous, and 
I ; (lu12+ Iz,u12)< a3 
Now we have a solution o of 
p+y> v(x)=0 
of the form 
u(x) :=f(x) x”2+ 1, V=&@j-Zp, 
with f E P( [0, E]). If u E g(L,,) then we obtain from (4.15d), 
by0 CUT u](x) 
=lim (X 
Y-r0 
“2+y-(x) u’(x)- [(1/2+v)x -“2+‘~(x)+x”2+vf’(x)] 24(x)} 
= hz {XY(X)(X “2z4’(x) - 1/2x- ‘%4(x)) 
-(vf(x)x"+x '+y'(x)) x-"2#(x)} 
= 0. 
Remark 2. Our proof gives an explicit lower bound for Lb. Thus in our 
case, we improve the result of Rellich [ 16, Satz 2a]. 
The next aim is to show that an appropriate mth power G;: is “locally trace 
class,” i.e., cpG;: is trace class for any cp in C,“([w’) and moreover that the 
kernel of cpG;: defines a function 
46 0 := v(t) tr,d%(t, t, i/t) 
satisfying the conditions of the Singular Asymptotics Lemma. Lemma 4.9 
gives 
a(t, i) = t2-’ v(t) tr,Gg,(L 1, i) 
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which leads us to take derivatives of Gb,t with respect to the scaling 
parameter t. 
LEMMA 4.3. Set A”: := A”‘(tx). Then 
arGbTr = -Gb,rX-1’2A”;X- ‘I’Gb,r. (4.17) 
Proof: In the series (4.12) write 
X-‘QB,G,L--~ = [B,(A,+ 1))‘][(A,+ 1)X-‘OG,Q-‘1 
and note that 
a,g+4,+i)p= -a,S'AII(SX)(AO+i)-IdS 
0 
= -&x)(A,+ l)-‘. 
Hence 
&X-l~B,GoQ-’ = -[&A,+ l)-‘][(A,+ 1) X-‘QG,Q-‘1 
= -X-‘Q$G,Q-‘. 
This derivative is bounded, by (4.1) and (3.13) with k = - +, since for each 
t > 0, J;(x) = a’(tx) vanishes for large x. (The lack of x-decay that is 
uniform as t + 0 causes problems elsewhere, which are dealt with below). 
To simplify the writing of the differentiated series (4.12), let 
ct=GoSZ-’ and p=X-‘L!. 
Then the derivative of the jth term in (4.12) is 
.i- 1 
-a c (jG3,a)” (/L&x)(~B,~)~-~-~/?B,G~ 
k=O 
- a(/?B,a)‘- ’ /l&G,. 
Summed overj, this coincides with the term-by-term product of the right- 
hand side of (4.17), and the lemma is proved. 1 
Next we establish properties of G,,, that will allow us to verify the 
necessary integrability conditions (1.5b) on the derivatives of 
a(t, z) = tZm-’ v(t) trA:,(L 1, z). (4.18) 
From Lemma 4.3, @G;, is a polynomial in 
Gb,t, X- ‘2; ,..., Xk- 2T$k’, 
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where the factors of G,,, outnumber the others by m, and each factor A”;j) is 
flanked by factors of G,,,. Thus we will have to juggle high powers of A’ in 
the middle of our terms. This is the purpose of the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that cp and I+!J are C”, and for fixed k E Z + 
lp”(X) = O(xk - ‘), j=o, 1, 2 )...) 
q(x) = O(xmmk) 
as x -+ 03. Then for G := G,,,, $Gcp is bounded and 
@Gcp = Gll/cp - G(t,V + 21,Va) Gcp. (4.19) 
Similarly Q@i?Gq is bounded. 
Proof Suppose, first, that k = 0, and Ic/ vanishes near 0. Then for any f 
in L2, setting z= D2+X~m2A”l, we have 
+(T + z*) Gf - (r + z’) $Gf = (I/+” + 21j’a) Gf: 
Since II/ vanishes near 0, $‘aG is bounded [see (3.14) and (4.12)], so we 
can multiply on the left by G, getting 
G$f - +Gf = G(#” +2$/c?) GJ (4.20) 
Suppose next that k = 0 and $(O) = 0. Define 
Ii/i(X) = vi(b) W)? 
where 1 -q E C;(lR’), v] E 0 near 0. Thus 9, + $ pointwise, and (4.20) 
holds for rl/i, so it will follow for $ if we show the weak convergence 
(j*$‘(j. ) WX G*g) + 0, Ch’CJ ) VGA G*g) + 0, 
(jrl’(J ) WX G*g) + 0. 
The first integrand -+ 0 pointwise, vanishes for x > x0, and is dominated for 
O<x<x,, by 
I -~2j*r”(~x)l Ix-‘ll/(x)l Ilx- “‘Gf (x)llH II x-“2G*d411~ 
< C 11 x~“‘Gf(x)l( II x~“*G*g(x)ll < C 
by (4.15d) for U= Gf and u= G(?)g. For the third integrand we have 
similarly for 0 < x < x0, recalling w(x) = x’j2( 1 + x) - ‘j2, 
I xjll’(h)l I x ~ ‘Il/(x)l II 4x1 aGf (x)ll ,v II 0 - ‘(~1 G*dx)ll H 
d C II x”2W-(x)ll H II w-‘(x) G*g(x)ll H < C. 
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The remaining integrand is likewise dominated, establishing the weak con- 
vergence and hence (4.20) in this case. We can now drop the condition 
9(O) = 0, since (4.20) holds both for $,, - It/(O) and for J/ - tiO. Thus (4.19) 
is proved for k = 0. So is the boundedness of 
Q&,bGq = [QaG][~)cp] - [QaGX- 1’2] [X”‘($” + 21@) Gq] 
which gives a bound for Qr+MGq 
Suppose now that the lemma holds for all k < f, and let tj, cp satisfy the 
hypotheses with k = I+ 1. Let 
$,(x1 = Nx)(l +x/K’ = Il/(x)j/(x +A. 
By the induction hypothesis 
(~(1+X)‘G(1+X)--‘~~+~)X”2(l+X)‘--’2aG(l+~)-’~~~C (4.21) 
and 
$,Gq = G@jq - G(t); + 2$jLi) Gq. (4.22) 
Since q(x) = 0( ( 1 + x) ~ ’ -‘), the functions 
*jcP, ‘hJ4U +x)-‘, $T(x)( 1 +x)-’ 
are uniformly bounded, and the weak convergence of (4.22) follows from 
(4.21). A bound on Qr,MGq follows as in the case k = 0, and the lemma is 
proved. 1 
LEMMA 4.5. For real k 2 0, and uniformly in 0 d t < 1, 
I](1 + X) -’ X”2Gb,tX- I’*( 1 + J+ 11 < C 1 z I P2, 
II(l + x)-k X”2aGb*,X- “2( 1 + X)” 11 d c 1 z ) ~ l. 
Proof. Write the series (4.13) in the abbreviated form 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
G = G,,, = Go 5 (X- ‘B,G,)‘. (4.25) 
j=O 
Take first k = 0. Then (4.24) is 
X’/*aGX- I;2 = x’/2aG,x- 112 f (x- ‘/2BGoX- 1/2)J 
0 
and (4.24) follows from (3.16) and (4.6b). The proof of (4.23) for k = 0 is 
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similar. Assuming (4.23) and (4.24) for a given k, we obtain them for k + 1 
by the commutator [G, 1 +X] = 2GaG, which follows from (4.19). Thus 
(1 +X))-‘X”*~GX-“*(l +X)k+l 
= ( 1 + X) -’ X1’2dGX- 1’2 (1 + X)” 
+ (1 + Jfpk - ’ X”*GX-I’*( 1 + X)k 
+2[(1 +X)-k-’ X”*~GX-“*(l +X)“] 
x [X”‘(l +X))k BGXP”*(l +xX-)“] 
=O(lzI-‘) 
by the induction hypothesis. The proof of (4.23) is similar. The result for all 
real k 20 follows by interpolation, using the analytic family 
(Z+X)~k-*‘X”2aGX-1’2(1 +X)kfw,O<Re(w)< 1. u 
LEMMA 4.6. For real k > 0 and uniformly in 0 < t < 1, 
II( 1 +X)-k -2 X-1’2Gh,lX-1’2( 1 +X)” lip+ ,,2 G C, (4.26) 
II ( 1 + X) ~ “* X- “*Gb,l IIP + ,,2 < C. (4.27) 
Proof: For k = 0, the series (4.25) gives 
(1 + X) -* X- “*Gh,,XP ‘I* 
= [(l +X)-* X-‘/*GOX-“*] f (X-1’2&GoX-1’2)~i. 
0 
The first term on the right is in C,, ,,* by Lemma 3.7, and the series con- 
verges uniformly in t, by Lemma 4.1. For k = 1, 2,..., we use induction and 
interpolation as in the previous lemma, proving (4.26). Then (4.27) follows, 
taking k = t in (4.26). 1 
LEMMA 4.7. For j = 1, 2 ,..., and uniformly in 0 < t < 1, 
I/ (1 +X)-“-j X’-3’2A”jj)Gb,,X-“2( 1 +X)” I/ < C, (4.28) 
/I (1 + X)-j- ’ Xj- 3’2 z&)G, ,I[ < C. I , 
Proof The outline is by now familiar, and reduces essentially to the 
boundedness of 
I[(1 + x) -j xi-- 3/*Aii)GOX- ‘12 11 
< II$)(A,+ l)-‘11. 11(1+X)-’ X-1’2(Ao+ l)G,X-“*II <C 
by (4.1) and (3.13a) with k=O. 1 
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LEMMA 4.8. 
)I X2( 1 + X) -‘- 3’2 a2Gb,,X- 1’2( 1 + X)k (( < C, (4.30) 
~~X(1+X)-k-2~Gb,,X-1’2(1+X)k~~2p+,<C. (4.31) 
Proof. For (4.30) with k = 0, the essential point is 
(I X2( 1 + X) - 3’2 a2G,,X- 1’2 )I < C 
which follows from (3.13~) with k = 0. The proof proceeds by induction 
and (4.24). For (4.31), let T be the operator in question; we show that T* 
is in CP+1,2. Let ~=X(l+X)-~~‘and G=G,,, and find 
T* T = (1 + X)” X- 1’2G@2i?GX- 1’2( 1 + X)k 
= [ (1 + X)k X- 1’2G@X--‘2] [X1’2paGX- l”( 1 + X)k] 
+ [(l +X)” X-1’2G~X-3’2][~X3’2a2GX--‘2(1 +X)“]. 
In each term on the right-hand side, the first factor is in C,+ 1,2 by (4.26), 
since at cc the sum of the powers is- 3, keeping in mind the definition of 
cp; and the second factor is bounded, by (4.30) and Lemma 4.5, since at co 
the sum of the powers isdO. i 
LEMMA 4.9. I f  m 2p + 1 then the operator Gr, has a kernel G&(x, y; z) 
which, for each z, is a continuous map of R* x R* into the trace class 
operators C,(H), and such that 
Gy(xt, yt; i/t) = t2”- ‘GiY,(x, y; 0, (4.32) 
where Gb = Gh,l. 
Proof For a sufficiently large k, the operator 
T=X(l +X)-k G&X(1 +X)-k 
= [X(1 +X)-k Gb,,(l +X)k-4][(l +X)4-kGb,,(l +X)k-7]... 
is in the Schatten class Co,+ 1,2j,m, by Lemma 4.6. Combining that lemma 
with Lemma 4.8 shows further that 8T and T8 are in C,, where 
4 ~1=(2p+1)~1+(m-l)(p+1/2)-1Z1, 
given that m 2p + 1. Hence by the Trace Lemma (Appendix), T has a 
kernel mapping R* x R* continuously into C,(H), and then so does 
Gg,=X-‘(1 +X)k TX-‘(1 +X)k. 
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To prove the scaling (4.32), recall from Lemma 4.1 that the unitary 
operator U, f(x) = t’j2f( tx) satisfies 
U,G,(z) = t2Go(tz) U,, U,B= t-‘B,U,, 
u,x-’ = tr’r’u,. 
This with (4.25) shows that 
U,G,(z) = t2G,,,(4 U,, U, Gr(z) = t2mGb,t( tz) U, 
and hence the kernel Gr(x, y; z) has the scaling stated in the Lemma. 1 
THEOREM 4.2. If m dp + 1, the function 
4x, i) = tr,GT(x, x; i/x) 
satisfies the integrability condition (1Sb). In fact, with @(x, [) = Qa(x, c), 
I 
1 
s’ 1 a”‘(st, sol ds 6 C I’ o<t< 1, IiI=zo, (4.33) 
0 
with the z. in Lemma 4.1. For every cp in C,“(R), 
tr cpG;: = joE q(x) a(x, xz) dx. (4.34) 
Proof: By (4.32) 
a(st, SC) = t 2mp ‘trHG&(s, s; [) (4.35) 
so 
s’dj)(st, SC) = a{[t2m-‘trHG;I(s, S; [)I. 
Choose cp 2 0 in C?(R’) with cp E 1 in [0, 11. We have from (4.35) and the 
Trace Lemma 
j’ SJ 1 G(st, SC)/ ds = j’ I a; [t2+ ‘trHGgf(s, S; 011 ds 
0 0 
d 11 a:‘p- 1 cpG& II tr d Co. (4.36) 
For j= 1, (4.36) requires us to estimate the trace norm of 
c+d,Gz, = -cp f Gj,, X-“2&X-1’2G$+J 
j=l 
(4.37) 
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by Lemma 4.3. The first summand in (4.37) is 
- [qGX-I’*( 1 + X)3m- ’ ] [(l +X)1-3”X-1’2A”;GX--‘2(1 fX)3m-2] 
x~..x[(~+X)-‘X~‘~GX-~‘~ 1 ( + X)“] [A-“‘( 1 + X)-4 G]. 
From Lemma 4.6, m of these factors are in C, + ,,2, and from Lemma 4.7 
the remaining term is bounded, so the product is trace class. The other 
terms in (4.37) are similarly bounded, and we thus obtain from the Trace 
Lemma 
This with (4.36) proves (4.33) for j = 1. The proof for general j follows the 
same pattern, using Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7. Finally, again from the Trace 
Lemma, tr(cpG;) = I$ q(x) c(x, xz) dx. 1 
This proof explains the form of the lemmas in Sections 3 and 4. The first 
point is that when t + 0, A”:(x) = A”‘(tx) loses its decay as x -+ co; we com- 
pensate for this by introducing a factor (1 + X)-” and cancelling it with a 
(1 + X)’ on the next term to the left. Second, G itself is not C,, ,,2, but 
(1 + X))3 G is; hence we introduce still more negative powers of (1 + X). 
The terms in Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 are designed to fit together so that all the 
positive powers are shifted to the left hand factor (PG, where they are 
harmless since cp has compact support. 
THEOREM 4.3. Zf m >p + 1, the function 
4x, 0 = trHGbm(x, x; i/x) 
has an expansion in the sense of (1.5a), 
Proof: As in Theorem 4.2, 
a( t, [) = tr, t “‘--G;,(l, 1; c). 
Let K; be an interior parametrix as in Section 2, using d,(x) = xe2d(tx). 
Thus 
2mtN 
Kyt= C OP(bj), 
j=2m 
bj= Qj(r, Z, d,,..., &{J-2m), b2), 6, = (t2 + &* + z2)- ‘, 
4m-2-N 
(D2+~+~2)mK;=Z-R;=Z- 1 Op(Rk(5,z,~,..,,...,SjN),b2)), 
k= -N 
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where Q, and R, are polynomials in all entries, of degree -ij in 
(P, z2, Jk..., zzZ$“)). Now choose tp, + in C,“(R*) with 9 = 1 near x= 1, 
$ E 1 on a neighborhood of supp cp. Then 
(D2+d,+z2)m *Kc, 
m-l 
=+-$R;:- c (D2+d~+z2)"-'-'($"+21(/'~)(D2+dr+z2)iK$ 
j=O 
(4.38) 
Multiply on the left by cpGz, and on the right by cp, and use cp$ = cp: 
x(D2+d+z2)jK~cp f 1 1.1 . (4.39) 
Let R denote the term in braces. By Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, R, aR, and Ra all 
have trace norm 0( 1 z I-“‘), where M can be as large as desired if N is large 
enough. Hence 
a(t, [)= t2*-’ trH(N?&qNly 1; i) 
=t’“-‘tr,(cpKy,cp)(l, l;[)+O(IiIPM). 
From the above description of K; we have 
Each term has an expansion as required, obtained by integrating the 
assumed expansion (A6). To check the derivative cr’ = a,o, we differentiate 
(4.39) with respect to t, using on the right hand side Lemma4.3: 
a,G,,= -Gb,,X~'J2A';X--1/2Gb,,. 
One sees further that d,Rr, and iT,K; have the same structure as R; and 
KY,, with the same degrees of homogeneity, and it follows that 0’ has the 
same expansion as tr,(cpa,Ky,q) up to O(lzl -“). Higher derivatives a”’ 
are similarly treated, and the proof is complete. 1 
Finally, to blend the boundary parametrix Gr with various interior 
parametrices, we need 
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LEMMA 4.10. If cp E C;(W’), q E B”(IW*), and cp, q have disjoint support, 
then for every N, k, j, 
Proof. Take (4.38) with t = 1. Choose $ EE 1 on a neighborhood of 
supp q, $ zz 0 on a neighborhood of supp cp. Multiply (4.38) on the left by 
cpG;: and on the right by qAk@: 
m-1 
+ 1 rpGd+‘(+” + 2t,V8)(D2 + cd, +z*)’ K’“qAka’. 
j=O 
Since supp II/” and supp I,V are disjoint from supp q, Lemma 4.10 now 
follows from Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6. 1 
5. THE GLOBAL PARAMETRIX 
The global parametrix is a blend of “boundary” and “interior” 
parametrices. As in the Introduction, we use a Hilbert space structure 
~=.~~@~ 
with the “boundary part” 
iq z L2( (0, 2); H), 
where H is a fixed Hilbert space “fiber.” If f z fb @fi with fb E L*( (0, 2); H), 
and likewise for g, then 
(f? g) = i,z Mb9 &J)H + (L.9 g,). 
(Below, we will often drop the subscripts and write f for either fb or fi; the 
context makes it clear what is intended.) For q in C( [0,2]) we define a 
“multiplication operator” Q, on X by 
By C’( [0,2]) we denote those functions in P’( [0,2]) which are constant 
near x = 2; we can think of them as extending smoothly to functions which 
are constant on some underlying manifold for &. 
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The set of all measurable f: (0,2) -+ H such that Ji I( f(x)11 & dx < 00 for 
all 6 > 0 forms a space St?&, and then we set 
Those f in L*((O, 2), H) which vanish in a neighborhood of x = 0 form a 
subspace J&, and we define the “compact support” subspace of H by 
We assume a C” family of operators A(x), Odx < 2, with common 
domain H, c H, and satisfying conditions (Al j(A6) of the Introduction. 
We then assume an unbounded operator L with domain 9(L) c H such 
that: 
(Ll ) 9(L) is closed under multiplication by functions cp in 
C’( [0, 21). [This is adequate for the Dirichlet boundary condition, but 
others would require q’(O) = 0.1 
(L2) u E 9(L) if and only if: 
(a) There is a + E C’( [0,2]) vanishing near 0, with $(2) = 1, 
such that $u E O(L). 
(b) For all cp E C,“(O, 2), cpu E H’((O, 2), H) n L’((0, 2), HA). 
(c) lim.,,,, X-%(X) = 2Iim,,,+ x1”z4’(x). 
(d) SF, II --u”(x)+x -*A(x) u(x)ll; dx < co. 
(L3) For u in 9(L) and for O<x<2 
(a) Lu(x) = -u”(x) + x-‘A(x) u(x). 
(b) For q, #E C’( [0,2]) with disjoint supports and for all 
u E 9(L) we have cpLic/u = 0. 
(L4) If + E C”( [O, 21) is real and II/ s 0 near 0, then YLY is sym- 
metric on 9(L). 
(LS) For Iz[ az,, with larg .z21 <z--6; for m= 1,2,...; and for 
arbitrarily large N, there is an “interior parametrix” GT(z) such that for all 
cp, I,+ in C-([0,2]) vanishing near 0, 
(a) !PG~(z):%-+9((L+z*)“). 
(b) If $ s 1 near supp cp, then 
(L + z’)~ !PGy(z) Q, = Q, - RT(t,b, cp) 
with 
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(c) If cp, have disjoint supports, and cp vanishes near 2, then 
11 A’&DG~Y(I,,=O(JzJ -N), j+k/2<m- 1. 
(d) If m 2~ + 1, there are smooth functions P,~(x) and con- 
tants cEj such that for cp, $ as in (b) 
p(x) omj(x)(xz)* (log xz)‘dx 
+ (p(2) c,z”(log z)’ 
I 
+ O() z I-“). 
(The constants cai account for contributions from @.) 
LEMMA 5.1. Assuming (Ll )-(L4), then L is symmetric. 
ProoJ ChooseO<cp,,qiinC-([O,2])withqpb+cpi=1,qrp,rOnear2, 
and viz 0 near 0. Choose real functions q z 1 near supp qb, cp z 0 near 2, 
and $ E 1 near supp (pi, II/ E 0 near 0. Then for U, u in 9(L) 
(LU, U)= (L@,U, 0) + (L@iU, Y) 
= (L@*u, @u) + (!PLY@$, u) [by K3)l 
= (@)bU, L@v) + (rpp, !PL!J%) 
[by (L4) and Lemma 4.21 
= (@& Lu) + (@$l, Lu) 
= (24, Lv). a 
Remark. Lemma 4.2 does not literally apply, but the proof here is 
exactly the same. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assuming (Ll)-(LS)(c), L is self-adjoint and semi- 
bounded, and has the resolvent in (5.1) below. 
ProoJ Choose the qb in the proof of Lemma 5.1 so that in the con- 
struction of Gb in Section 4, A”(x) = A(x) for x in supp qb. Let Gi= Gf as in 
(L5). By (4.15), (4.16), (LS)(a), and (L2), @GbQP,+ !?‘G,@, maps into 
9(L), and 
(L + z’)(~G,~, + YGi~i) = I- R, 
where 
580/73/Z-12 
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with Ri as in (L5)(b). By (LS)(b),)(c), )I Ri 11 + 0 as z + co, so for large z we 
have an operator 
with 
G = (@GbGb + YG,@,,) f’ R’ (5.1) 
0 
(L+z’)G=I. 
The proof now follows the proof of Theorem 4.1. 1 
Remark. Let t be the restriction of L obtained by replacing the boun- 
dary condition (L2)(c) by 
u(x) = 0 for x near 0. 
Theorem 5.1 shows that r is symmetric and semibounded. In Section 6 we 
show that L is the Friedrichs extension of r. 
THEOREM 5.2. Assuming (Ll)-(L5), we have for y = 0 near 0, using the 
notation of (L5)(d) 
c [I 2 try(L+z’)-“= y(x) o,(x)(xz)~ (log xz)‘dx Re(ix)b -N o 
OSj<J, 
+ y(2) c,,z”(log z)’ 1 + O( 1 z I -“). (5.2) 
On the other hand, if p is supported so near zero that L = Lh near supp /I, 
then 
tr/lG”=tr/3G;:+O((z(PN) (5.3) 
while 
tr fiG;: = j: B(x) a(x, xz) dx, (5.4) 
where cs satisfies the integrability conditions (1.5b), and with the notation of 
W)(d) 
0(x, 5) - 1 Oaj(X) 5” log’i (5.5) 
in the sense of (1Sa). Throughout, N may be arbitrarily large. 
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Remark. The point of (5.5) is that the expansion of the “boundary 
parametrix” trace in (5.4) can be computed from the interior parametrix 
assumed in (LS); this is, in practice, generally simpler to analyze than the 
parametrix constructed in Section 2. 
Proof. Proceeding as in Theorem 5.1, we have 
(L + z’)“’ (@GyQb + !Z’GycDi) 
m-l 
= I- 1 (L + 2’)” -j- ’ (@” + 2@‘8)(L + z2)j GyQb - Ry(t,b, cp,). 
j=O 
Multiply on the left by G” (guaranteed to exist, by Theorem 5.1) and 
rearrange terms: 
G’“=@G;:cPb+ !PG:Qi+R, (5.6a) 
where 
II 
m-l 
I(RI(,,= 1 G’+‘(@“f2@‘8)G~-i@,+G”R~ 
0 tr 
=O((z)-N) (5.6b) 
by (L5)(b) and Lemma 4.10. Given y z 0 near 0, we can choose cp and qb 
with support where y = 0; then $ = (pi = 1 on supp y and we get 
yG” = yGT (pi + yR 
hence 
WG,) = WyGTrp,) + WI z I -“I 
which with (LS)(d) proves (5.2). Suppose next that L = L, near supp p. 
Choose qb E 1 and cp = 1 on supp /I; then (pi = 0 on supp /I. Since tr(ST) = 
tr(TS), we get (5.3) from (5.6). 
The representation (5.4) with the integrability condition (1.5b) is proved 
in Theorem 4.1, and Theorem 4.2 guarantees an expansion 
4x3 il) -c &j(X) ra log’ c. (5.7) 
It remains only to identify the coefficients saj. Suppose that q vanishes near 
0, and L = L, near supp q. Then by (5.3) and (5.4) 
tr qG” = J: q(x) a(x, xz) dx f O() z I -“). 
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By (5.7) and the Singular Asymptotics Lemma, noting that q vanishes near 
0, 
tr ?G” NC & V(X) S,Jx)(xZ)’ (log XZ)~ do + O( 1 z 1 -N). 
Compare the coefficient of za logk z here with the one in (5.2) with y = q, 
and note that ~(2) = 0, to get 
p?(x) i sEj(x) x”Ci(log x)‘- k dx 
j=k 
= jdx) 2 ali x”C:(log x)‘-~ dx 
j=k 
for Re(cc) > -N. Since this holds for all 4 with appropriate support, we get 
the equality of finite sums 
jgk Sxj(X) c;(log x)‘-k = 2 Oxi Ci(log x)‘-” 
j=k 
for all k f J,. For each x > 0, this nonsingular triangular system has a 
unique solution, and the proof is complete. 
6. THE FRIEDRICHS EXTENSION 
Let t be the operator L in Section 5, but with the boundary condition 
(L2)(c) replaced by 
(L2)(c’) u E 0 in some neighborhood of x = 0. 
Since z is a restriction of L, Theorem 5.1 shows that it is symmetric and 
semibounded. We now show: 
THEOREM 6.1. L is the Friedrichs extension of T, and 53(L) equals 
(uEXJusatisfies (L2a,b,d), and ~~u(x)~~H=O(x”2)asx+Oj. (6.1) 
Proof. Denote by 2: the Friedrichs extension of 5. It is sufficient to show 
that 9(L) contains (6.1), since this contains 9(L) by construction. Recall 
that 
9(E) = 23(z*) n g'(T), 
where 9’(z) denotes the closure of 9(~) under the norm 
(6.2) 
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considered as a subspace of 2. Choose u in the set (6.1). By (L2)(a) there 
is II/ E Cg[O, 21 with tj = 0 near 0 such that $u E 9(L), hence 
y3u E 9(r) c 9(z). That u := (1 - $) u E 9(r*) is a consequence of (L2)(b), 
(d). It therefore remains to prove the following: if UE 9(r*), 
supp u c [0,2), and 
II u(x)ll H = w”2)~ x --+ 0, 
then us&@‘. Choose functions cp, 1~ Cm(W) such that 
O<cpdl, &x)=1 if Jxl<l, q(x) = 0 if 1 x I> 2, (6.4a) 
O<x(x)<x if x >O, 
x(x) =x if O<xd 1, (6.4b) 
x(x) = 1 if x3 2, 
and put 
a, := [log n] -1’2, n 2 2. (6.4~) 
Note that ~1, + 0, n -+ co. Put 
tin(x) :=x(x)“” (1 - cp(nx)), (6Sa) 
~rmdx) := 4Qn(x) - $mb), xelR,n,m>2. (6Sb) 
Then $n~ Y(R); II/, is uniformly bounded; Il/,u~g(t); and 
en(x) + 1, n -+ co, rjnm(x) +O, n, m + co, for all x>O. Since $,u + 0 in 
L2( [0,2]), H) we only have to show that { $,,u} is a Cauchy sequence with 
respect to the norm (6.2) i.e., 
lim ((z+c)~,,uI~,,u)=O. 
n.m - 00 
Using (L2)(d) one easily computes 
From (6Sa) we obtain 
t/Q:(x)’ d c[cY~~(x)2~~-* x’(x)’ (1 - cp(nx))’ 
+ x(x)‘*’ n21p’(nx)‘] 
SO by (6.4~) I);(X)’ + 0 uniformly in x 2 1, and 
(6.6) 
I l2 K,,(x)* II $xNIzH dx + 0, n,m+co. 
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For the remaining integral over [0, l] we use (6.3) and estimate the two 
terms arising from (6.6). The first can be estimated by 
the second by 
cn2 
I 
2/n x2Or, + 1 dx < c,, - 2% = ce - z(h? n)“* ~ 0, n+co. 
0 
The proof is complete. 1 
7. THE HEAT ASYMPTOTICS 
The computation of the asymptotics of tr ePrL is based on the Cauchy 
integral. Denote by r the contour 
traversed upward, with c chosen so that L 3 1 -c. Then 
e -iL&nl(m-l)! j ,-f+7((4)1/2)& 
27ci i- 
(7.1) 
Choose a cut-off function y such that L = L, on the support of y and 
y(x) z 1 for small x. By (5.3) 
,L- ,Lm(m-lY trye- --t - I 2k r 
e-‘” tr yGr(( -A)“‘) dA 
&A-l)l ,-,,a O” 
s I 2zi r 
y(x) tr,Gr(x, x; (-2)“‘) dx dl. 
0 
Writing as before 
a(x, xz) = y(x) tr,Gr(x, x; z) 
= y(x) x2+ l tr,G&(l, 1; xz) 
we obtain from the Singular Asymptotics Lemma 
(7.2) 
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THEOREM 7.1. If y is supported sufficiently near to 0, then as t -+ 0 + , 
trye-‘LN C t(k+l)/2-m 
k>O 
5 . om ; dk’(O, () dc 
(m-l)! 
X2nij- s 
e-j.(-A)-(k+lV2 dJ (7.3a) 
(7.3b) 
+ T it- -@&-1)(0) (m - l)! 
XJ 
a=-,j=O (j+l)(-cc-1)!2xi 
x~~e-‘&?‘logj+‘~di., (7.3c) 
where 
0(x, i) = y(x) x2+ l frHG~x(L 1; C) -C o&x) 4’” log’ L’. (7.4) 
We single out for further study the leading term, and the term in to. Note 
first that 
4% 0 = Y(X) X2m-1qX, 0, (7.5) 
where 
d(x, 0 = frd$(l, 1; 0 (7.6) 
has a smooth expansion [Theorem 4.31 
5(x, i) -c Z,(x) i” log’ 5. (7.7) 
The factor x2”’ - ’ in (7.5) means that the first non-vanishing term in (7.3a) 
is 
e-“( -2)-m d;l jom c2”-1C(0, 5) dc 
=t 
0 
s 
m  2m 
i -’ tr,J%‘(l, 1; 0 4 o 
= : tocoo. (7.8) 
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We recall from [19] the main steps in computing con; similar calculations 
are found in [9]. We have 
where L, denotes the Friedrichs extension of D2 + xe2a in L2([w +). 
(L, + [‘))’ has a kernel k, given on the diagonal by 
k(x, xi 5) = x~,H-) K(d), V=Jn-tl/4. 
Hence, on the diagonal, (L, + c’) Pm has kernel 
1 m-1 
WM)=(m X~“(Xl) fx4 1. (7.9) 
From [ 191, or Lemma 4.9, yGT(c) has a kernel which is trace class for 
Re(i) > 0, and since L, 2 0 for a 2 -4, (7.9) gives 
tr&'(l, 1; i)= c 
To compute co0 in (7.8) we need the Mellin transform of each term in 
(7.10) 
1 
=4&P?- l)! 
x r v-m+ 
cc 
F)T(m-1-f)r(F)/r(l+v+m--y)) 
=(~(~),(m-l-~)i4J;;(m-I)!)r~~~~~w~,”, (7.11) 
where z(w) := (w + 1 - 2m)/2. This function is analytic if 
max{ -1,2m-2v-3) <Re(w)<2m-2 
and by Stirling’s formula it is 
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Thus, except for finitely many simple poles arising from values v with 
2m - 2v - 3 > - 1, the integral 
in (7.8) is the sum of a convergent series of functions analytic in the strip 
-1<Rew<2m-2-2p 
which is nonempty when we take m >p + l/2. Set 
w=22+2m-1 
in (7.11). By the prescription of the Singular Asymptotics Lemma, we find 
from (7.8) that coo is the regular analytic continuation to z = 0 of 
I om r2=+2m-1 tr&‘(L 1; 04
f( -z - l/2) f(z + m) = 
c 
f(v+z+ 1) 
4J;;(m-l)! aespecA~ T(v-z) . 
(7.12) 
We introduce the c-function of (A, + f)li2, 
i(s) := 1 v(a)y, 
a E spedo 
v(a)>0 
v(a) = JLT+i. (7.13) 
Since C (a + 1))P < m, c(s) is holomorphic for Re(s) > 2p. We further 
assume for the present calculations that i(s) has only simple poles, as is the 
case when A, is a non-singular elliptic operator. We obtain from 
[ 15, p. 1191 the asymptotic expansion 
f(v+z+ 1) 
f(v-z) =v ‘+2zj~oQj~z~~~j+Z~+,(~,v~, 
where Q, = 1, Ql = 0, Q, = -(z/6)(2 + 1)(2z + l), Qj is an appropriate 
polynomial, and 
I,,,(z,v)=r(-1-2z)-‘~me-Y’~N,l(f,Z)~~, 
0 
@ N+I(f,Z)=O(tN-2Re=~‘) if N> -2 Re(z)- 1, IzI ~2,. 
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In view of the factor r( - 1 - 22) -‘, I,,,+ 1(z, v) = O( 1 z 1 vZRez- “). Hence for 
sufficiently large N, 
c r;(;+)l’ = f Q,(z) i(j- 1 - 22) + R(z), 
.j = 0 
(7.14) 
where R(z) is analytic in Re(z) < 1, and R(0) = 0. Thus the residue and the 
regular analytic continuation of the left-hand side of (7.14) can be com- 
puted from the finite sum on the right. Moreover, assuming simple poles 
for i, we need only the linear parts of the Q,. These are given by [9], 
Lemma 4.2, as 
Qj(Z)= { ~!~2/I/2-- 1 2zBj,, j-1 + 0(~2), 
j odd 
j even > 0. 
Setting j= 2k, we find from (7.12) that co0 is the regular analytic con- 
tinuation to z = 0 of 
I-(-z - l/2) f(z + m) Ml* 
4J;; r(m) 
[(-l-22)- C (-1)“k-‘Bkzi(2k-1-2~) . 
k=l 1 
(7.15) 
For a meromorphic function f we denote by 
the coefficient of (z - z~))~ in the Laurent expansion off at zO. Thus Res, 
is the usual residue, and Res, the regular analytic continuation. If f is 
analytic and g has a simple pole at 0, then 
Reso(.kNO) =f(O) Reso g(O) +f’(O) Res, do). 
Thus when we continue (7.15), noting that 
where y is Euler’s constant, and r( -4) = -2fi, we find 
c 00 = -iRes,[(-1)-i c (-l)kkP1BkRes,[(2k-1) 
k>l 
I m-1 1 
+?( z, r - r)]IWi(-1). VW 
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Since c(s) is analytic for Re(s) large, the sum in (7.16) is finite. There are 
no contributions with Res,c, etc., since we assume simple poles. 
We now turn to the “interior” contributions (7.3b). If A(x) is a family 
of non-singular elliptic operators then there are no logarithmic terms 
oZj(x)~” log’ [ with j > 0. We will assume a little less, namely that 
CJsj=O if Rea>-2m and j> 1. (7.17) 
By the arguments leading to (7.3), the operator ye-IL has an operator 
kernel r(x)e-“(x, y) with the pointwise asymption expansion 
(m-l)! 
tr,y(x) eC’L(x, x) = ~ 
2rci R22, t- 
m ~ “*X%mg(X) 
xJrep”(JT)‘dE.+o,(to) 
= 2 t~x-2~-*~o~2P~2m,0(X) 
PC0 
(m-l)! 
x27cir I 
eC”( -A)-a-m dA + o,(tO) 
=: c tBgp(x) + o,(tO). (7.18) 
DC0 
Thus the coefficients in (7.3b) with Re ~12 -2m are, up to constants, just 
regularizations of 
s 
‘72 
ggtx ) dx. 
0 
But from (7.18) and (7.5) - (7.7) it is apparent that 
g~tX)=~~.mx-28~2m~-2~~2m,0tX) 
= +3,mY(X) x -2p - ‘6 - q3 Zm,O(X), 
where 
(7.19) 
qtm = - e-A( -2)-b-m &= =(m) 
W + m) 
and ii P28- Zm,O(~) is smooth at 0. Hence no regularization is needed if 
/I < 0; but the constant term 
c Ob = 
I 
om go(x) dx (7.20) 
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will in principle need regularization. Note that by (7.19), 
O-2m,O(O) = pz -%0(x). (7.21) 
Turning at last to the terms (7.3c), we see again from 
flaO(X) = y(x) X2m- %,0(x) 
that all terms before the one with CI = -2m are zero, so no negative powers 
of t arise from this source. In particular, if the index CI~ with maximal real 
part has Re cq, > -2m, then the leading term in the entire expansion (7.3) 
is of type (7.3a), and 
This, together with suitable information from the interior, determines the 
eigenvalue distribution of L. As for the to term, taking LX = - 2m, j = 0 in 
(7.3~) gives a contribution 
cot = a’Z~&yO) 
(m-l)! 1 
(2m-l)!G r s 
e-y-A)-“log(-#l)d 
=a-2m,o(0)@-$J j e-A(-A)-“log(-/l)dA 
I- 
1 I 
[ 
m-l 
T-0 
2 -*m,o(O) -Y + c l/j . ,=I 1 
Adding to this the contributions from (7.16) and (7.19) gives the coefficient 
of to as 
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This holds for each integer m sufficiently large. Moreover, the go(x) in 
(7.18) is independent of m, hence from (7.21), so is d -2m,0(0). Since q, itself 
is independent of m, we find that the last term above drops out: 
Thus, finally, 
26_,,,,(O) = -Res,c( - 1). 
c,=--fRes,,[(-1)-t c (-l)W1BkRes,[(2k-1) 
k>I 
(7.22) 
and 
Res,[(-l)= -2d-,,,,(O)= -2~li0xg0(x). (7.23) 
Thus we have the regularized interior term ,fF go(x) dx plus singular terms 
in the i-function of (A + 1)‘12. Since these depend only on &, they are the 
same as in the cons&t 4coefficient case, including the cases studied by 
Cheeger [ 91. 
The coefficient of to log t has some interest. Assuming (7.15), this term 
comes only from (7.3~). It is 
(m-l)! -1 
fJ’2TLi)(O) (2m- l)! G I / -“( -l)-m dA 
l- =--cM2,,o(0)=~Res,i(-1)=-~~;xgo(x). 
2 
(7.24) 
We conclude with simple examples. Take a finite curve in the upper half 
plane, beginning at the origin with positive slope tan 9, and rotate it about 
the x axis to form a surface of revolution M, suppose that M is a smooth 
surface except at the origin. Let I be arc length on the curve, measured 
from the origin, and let y =f(r) along the curve. The Laplacian is 
A = -f-‘(a,fs,) +-*a; in L2(fdr d6) 
and the change of dependent variable UH~“~U transforms A into 
L= -af+f-*[-a~-$(f')*+tff"] 
= -8; -r-2A(r) in L2(dr de), (7.25) 
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where 
A(r) = -ff*[ 1 + rfc cot cp + O(r’)]ai - a[ 1 - rIc cot cp + O(r2)] 
with K the curvature of the generating curve at the origin and a = csc cp, 
where tan cp is the slope of the generating curve at the tip. The eigenvalues 
of A, are 
(-++a2jZ)lm_-m 
so the [function (7.13) is 
c(s) = 2 5 (aj)-‘= 2a-“c,(s) 
j= 1 
with CR the Riemann [-function. Thus Res,[( - 1) = 0 and (7.22) gives 
co = - aiR( - I) + k B, Res, iR( 1) + jam go(x) dx 
a 1 * c-----f 
12 12a I go(x) dx. 0 
From (7.23), the integral is actually convergent, since Res, c( - 1) = 0. 
When there is no singularity then the cone angle cp = 7112 and a = csc cp = 1, 
so the singular contribution is zero. 
If we apply the operator (7.25) only to rotation-invariant functions, we 
get a one-dimension example, 
L = -8; + re2a(r), 
a(r) = - l/4 + r(Ic cot cp)/4 + O(r’). 
This is covered in [4]; Eq. (4.8) in that paper gives 
tr(y(L + z’))‘) = z-l jm y(r) dr/2 -ze3 jom y(r) r-*0(r) dr/4 
0 
-Z-3Kcot cp[c+(logz)/16] 
+ O(z -4 log z), 
where c is a positive constant. Thus we find a nontrivial logarithmic term 
which, given the angle cp, will determine the curvature K at the tip of the 
cone. 
As a final example, let L = ,4 + V, where A is the Laplacian on a 2- 
manifold and I/ is a potential function having at one point P a singularity 
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asymptotic to CT-*, c 2 0, r = distance from P. The Laplacian is now given 
by (7.25) with f(0) = 0 and f’(0) = 1, so 
A,= -a;-++c. 
The eigenvalues are {c - $ +j’};z ?, and the c-function of (A,, + b)“* is 
i(s)= f (c+j*)-“‘*=c-“/*+2 f j-y1 +cj-2)-s” 
j= --m j= 1 
=c -s’2 + 2[&) - csi,(s + 2) + R(s) 
with R(s) analytic in Re(s) > - 3. Thus Res, c( - 1) = 0, and (7.24) gives a 
term (c/4) log t in the heat expansion. From (7.22), this residue contributes 
also to the to term; the other singular contribution to this term, involving 
Res,[( - l), seems harder to compute. 
APPENDIX: A TRACE LEMMA 
We estimate kernels of operators by their trace norm as follows: 
LEMMA 4.1. Let T be a trace class operator on L*( R’, H) where H is a 
Hilbert space. Then T has a kernel t(x, y) such that 
Tfb) =jm t(x, Y)f(Y) dY 
--oc 
and 
h++t(.;+h) (1) 
is a continuous map into L’ maps of R’ into C,(H), the trace class operators 
on H. Further 
s O3 IIt(x, x)llt,dx6 II Tlltr, -00 (2) 
s 
m 
tr[t(x, x)] dx = tr T. (3) 
-02 
If aT - Ta is also trace class, then (1) is continuous into the absolutely con- 
tinuous L’ maps: IR’ t-+ C’(H), and so T has a continuous kernel t(x, y). 
Moreover 
II t(x,y)llt,< IaT- Tall,,. (4) 
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Remarks. The kernel of an integral operator is defined only up to a set 
of measure zero in (x, y) space, so (2), (3), and (4) are meaningless unless 
the kernel is normalized in some way. The continuity of (1) normalizes t. 
The lemma implies that for any kernel t for T, and any approximate 
identity { cp,}, 
sup ss cp,(x-y)ll t(x, y)llt, dy dx -c cc ” 
lim cp,(x - y) tr t(x, y) dy dx = tr T. 
“‘5 
This is very similar to [24, Chap. III Corollary 10.21. However, it is con- 
venient to have kernels for which no approximate identity need intercede. 
From (4) follows an obvious fact: A nonzero translation-invariant 
operator on R’ cannot be of trace class. For if T is translation-invariant, 
aT- Ta=O. 
Proof: T= RS, where R and S are Hilbert-Schmidt with 
Hilbert-Schmidt norms /I R II?, 11 S II *, and 
II TII , = II R II2 II S 112. 
We have Rf(x) = s r(x, y)f(y) dy where for almost all (x, y), 
II 4x, y)l12 < ~0, and 
s IIr(x,y)ll~dxdy= lIRIIi< 00; 
and similarly for S. Thus T = RS has a kernel 
t(x, Y) = j 4x, u) s(u, Y) du 
with 
i m ll~(~,x)IIt,dx~ IIRIlz IISIIz= lITlIt,. -m 
The family of translations +Zhf(x) =f(x - h) is strongly continuous, so Xi&, 
is continuous in the norm 11. II 2, and this implies the continuity of the map 
(1): 
s O” II( t x,x+h)-t(x,x+h)lltrdx~lIRl12~llS%!h-S~~l12+0 as h-+/i. -02 
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To prove (3), choose a basis (cpi} for L*( R’) @ H. Then 
W(X) = 1 ‘jk 1 (f( Y)Y (Pk( Y)) dycpi(x), 
427 
and the kernel of R is 
r(X, Y)=C rjk(‘, cPk(Y)) cP,(X). 
Let R, be the operator where the summation is restricted to j + k < n, and 
define S, likewise. Then T, = R,S, has kernel 
tn(-T Y) = J- rh, u) &I(% Y) A = 1 rjkSkm(‘, %A 1) cpitx ) 
summed for j + k < n, k + m < n. Since tr( ., cp) I/J = ($, cp), 
tr Tn=C rjkskj= s C rjkSd~AXL CPAX)) dx 
= 
s 
tr tJx, x) dx. 
The inequality (2) allows passing to the limit 
tr T = lim tr T, = lim tr tJx, x) dx = tr t(x, x) dx. 
Finally, to prove (4), suppose that aT- Ti? is trace class. Let t be the above 
kernel for T, and t’ a similar kernel for LJT- Ta. Then as distributions 
or 
t’(x,x+h)=-&(x,x+h). 
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Since I(., . +h) is in L’, and t’(x, y+h) is the kernel of (U- Tc?) U,,, 
by (2). The proof is complete. 1 
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